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Ok Go, Furvis, andShondaa Rock the Fall Concert
hopeful. However, their elevensong set, which entirely avoided
Saturday night, the cave patio
material from their Bunny EP,
played host to Trinity's annual
demonstrated an expanding cataFall Concert, and though the prelogue and suggested that studio
show advertising may have fallen
sessions for a full-length album
rather short, the performances
probably aren't too far away.
themselves did not disappoint.
Stylistically, Furvis is someThe first act to take the stage
thing of a contradiction. They
was Shondaa, Trinity's own step
label themselves as indie-rockers
team. The group performed a
and yet unapologetically mock
series of dances in a style that
the genre with songs such as "Brit
onlooker John Rendeiro '09 Pop."
Additionally, the group
described as, "an intricate series
features a big and punchy guitar
of claps, stomps, and other moves
sound that has earned them occathat were performed simultanesional reviews on punk-rock oriously and in rhythm with one
ented websites; labeling them as
another." Accurately translating
punk rockers, though, certainly
the dances into words is difficult
wouldn't be an accurate- categoto do, but think STOMP and
rization - while the guitar work
you'll be on the right track. In
occasionally fits this bill, the
any case, Shondaa's routine made
vocals never do. Frontman Mike
for an enjoyable, if unusual, Cummings' singing voice is strikopening set for the show.
ingly similar to that of Adam
Duritz
of Counting Crows fame,
Next onto stage was Furvis, a
so perhaps the best way to
relatively new Boston-based
describe the music of Furvis
indie-rock act. When I heard that
the direct supporting act for the would be next-generation alternaconcert this fall was going to be a tive rock.
Highlights of the set included
group of twenty-year olds with a
"Daydream Rhapsody" (where
single EP's worth of released
the similarity to Duritz's sound
material and a record distribution
was most evident), and "Take Me
limited to their own website and a
Back," a number that opened with'
single Newbury Comics store In
a concert-friendly aggressive guiCambridge Mass., I was less than
ERIC DAUCHER

ARTS EDITOR

Chuck Pratt

Ok Go finished the night with their "A Million Ways" dance.
tar sound before transitioning to a
pleasingly
mellow
ending.
Overall, the set was energetically
performed and was received
enthusiastically by the small
crowd.
•'••:'" '
When Furvis left the stage at

Despite this indignity, the crowd
continued to grow in anticipation
of the appearance of the night's
headlining act.
Most of the students in attendance likely did not know what to
expect from Ok Go but when the
oddly-dressed group took the
stage at 10:15 they were immediately greeted with cheers and
applause. The Chicago-based,
four-piece band immediately
launched into "Don't Ask Me," a
synth and guitar driven track off
their 2002 self-titled, full-length
debut. It was the perfect song to
kick off the set, as it introduced
the audience to everything that
Ok Go is about: up-tempo guitar
work, occasional synthesizer fill
or melody, vocal harmonies, and
quirky lyrics. Simply put, Ok
Go's music is about having fun
and is refreshingly devoid of the
pointless pretension that tarnishes
the work of so many of their contemporaries on the indie scene.

Next up was "No Sign of
around 9:50 concertgoers were
Life," the eighth track off their
suddenly subjected to the new album Oh No. For this song,
absolute low point of the night. keyboardist/guitarist Andy Ross
To my utter horror, a solid set by stepped back from the synth in
an indie band was followed by
favor of a classic Fender
twenty minutes of PA music that
prominently featured Coldplay.
see LflTLE on page IS

Hockey Rink Raises Skepticism Senior Fall '05: Be
there are still mounds of dirt and
only a sporadic collection of workers during the day. Reese Hopen, a
contractor from O&G Industries,
Initial construction of the
Community Sports Center has reassures that fullthne construction
finally begun with workers in the has, in fact, begun and that the
process of laying down the con- project is expected to be finished in
"about one year." Although he
crete foundation. The CSC, origidoes not anticipate problems that
nally expected to be complete by
August 2006, may be short of nec- would delay completion, some factors that are not within the school's
essary funding, possibly delaying
control and he wishes not to comits timely completion.
ment on an exact date. President
A view of the construction site
Jimmy Jones hopes for the CSC to
indicates that no significant
progress has been made so far; open by September 2006, "for our
FABRIZIO MONTERHINI
NEWS WRITER
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Chuck Pratt

Workers start the concrete foundation on the Sports Complex.

first season on our own ice," he
said enthusiastically.
The Trinity Development
Office has been fundraising for
almost three years in order to raise
the $20 million needed to complete
the project. It is unclear if all the
money is raised, because according
to sources, the development office
was still raising funds for the project during the summer. Officials in
the department were not available
for comment.
Men's Hockey Coach Dunham
has now been hired by the Trinity
Advancement Division to oversee
the final financing of the project.
Coach Dunham has been actively
drawing funds from alumni and
other sources for both the project
and other hockey team expenses.
Adding new employees to the
financing division of the College
and collecting large donations over
the summer seems to indicate that
fundraising for the project has not
ceased. It is unclear how the shortage will impact the CSC's complex
tion beyond next August.
In addition to housing the men
and women's hockey teams, the
CSC will have a community fitness
room, and community rooms for
meetings and events. This project
is in conjunction with the
Southside
Institutional
Neighborhood Alliance, which
works to improve social and economic characteristics of Hartford.
see SOURCES on page 7

Afraid. Very Afraid.
LINDSAY NORTH

trying to study and they're distracting me; oh no, not that. It is
It's nearly 2 a.m. on a
anger that I can't be out there too,
Thursday night and I'm sitting because if I start my weekend on
here surrounded by books and
a Thursday, senior fall may very
notes and I'm near to drowning in
well kill me.
post-its of things I have to do.
It all goes back to the end of
Outside, I can hear all of the my freshman year, when I decid^freshers screaming on the Long
ed to do Tutorial and go abroad
Walk, not to mention in my dorm
for a year. It could be done with
(did I mention I'm mentoring and
careful planning, but I'd have to
living in Jams?), and I am filled
with anger. Not anger that I'm
see DEADLY on page 12
FEATURES EDITOR

INSIDE
Quest participants take
a break from the daily
activities. Read further
about their adventures
in the Canadian wilderness on page 11.
Recent incidents on campus
leave some students concerned
about tolerance, see page 3.

Features sits down for an intimate
and revealing chat with TiinColl's
Favorite Dean on page 11.

See what the annual campus safety report has to say about crime
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Integrated Dorms are Not a New Idea
To the Editor:
This is in reference to Ed
Walters' "Freshmen Lose Out
with New Policy."
I am sorry you young bucks
don't like it, but integrated dorms
are nothing new. It was standard
policy back in the stagecoach
days of the 1980s.
Why is there no community?
Do the upperclassmen not want
to be seen with you, or are you
snubbing the upperclassmen?
The friendships I cherish the
most are with the upper and
lower classmen I lived with or
adjacent to. The upperclassmen
particularly impressed this wide-

CARTOONIST

SENIOR EDITORS
Evan Norn's '06 Eliza Sayward '05
BUSINESS MANAGER
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From the Editor:
Last week, a day before our publishing night, I was forwarded an e-mail written by Chris
Moore '06. In the body of the email was an angry letter about certain unfortunate behavior
that occurred on campus over the weekend. I appreciated the initiative taken by Moore and
commend him for reacting the way he did. In the following days, after considering the format of his letter, my staff members relayed tehitn that under its current state, thjs letter, needled to either be lengthened into a full article, or il needed (o be directed to a more specific
audience (i.e.- the Tripod) to be considered a letter to the editor. As it stood, it was a personal
challenge to the entire student body — in a very pugnacious manner. It was unclear how the
letter would be received, and if it would be as effective as Moore would have intended. In
either case, the Tripod opinions staff and I-were in full support of running Moore's letter,
only after it were slightly modified, and a week later, in today's issue. Instead, Moore made
the decision, after several significant modifications, to mass print copies of his letter 'Prove
Me Wrong' on leaflets. He proceeded to actively distribute them by handing them out on top
of copies of the Tripod during a busy Matherdinnertime rush.
Moore strikes an important point in his letter, one that asks a popular question on our
campus: what are we going to do about blatant intolerance? For the student body to be cognizant of the. actions of several of our schoolmates is important. Of more import is for us is
to understand the implications of the unfortunate behavior and how it reflects the general
culture of Trinity, and our attitude toward cultural diversity.
In this week's Tripod, one can find a number of articles based around our treatment of
the fellow man or woman. In the opinions section is an article about Trinity's moral foundation. Another asks why our student body is so disinclined to appreciate diversity. The news
section has included letters from the administration concerning some of the previous week's
unfortunate incidents as well.
While the Tripod is a useful forum, it does suffer from its own limitations of space and
frequency. Dialogue is necessary through all mediums, whether it occurs in a rally, on flyers, in a Web site, on a soapbox, on the long walk, or over dinner.
Though Moore struggled to have his voice heard, I would like to think that his attempt
was not in vain. This week's Tripod may give hope to the notion that there is a base of students here who are willing to speak out against what they feel was a serious debasement of
the institution that they have attached themselves to, and a personal affront to their own sensibilities.

The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
......
VMtouxwebsiteatwww.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Editor-in-Chief
' (860) 2974583

Sincerely,
S. Harrod '89

Stronger Regional Government Top Priority

Tim Margolin '08

Kim Riggs '07

eyed freshman. My first year, I
bought a motorcycle and then
promptly ruined the front brake
in a misguided "adjustment." My
upperclassman hallmate offered
to ride it to the shop while his
buddy and I followed in his car.
Past the Greek diner on the
Berlin Turnpike,, this guy, at
speed, stepped up onto the seat,
and rode standing on the seat
with arms outstretched.
Now, your hallmate may not
be a professional stunt rider, but
how would you know?
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Letters to The Trinity ftipod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Priday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor/iiot a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's-request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum,
... ...AH letters are^ole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of thi Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
'
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To the Editor:
This is in reference to Joe
Tarzi's "Hartford: Rising From the
Ashes." Please note that the 1980s
only seemed to be good for
Hartford. Anyone who invested in
Hartford real estate in the 1980s
basically lost their chance at early
retirement. A lot of money was
invested in Hartford proper then,
but none of it paid off.
What few recognize is the
major cultural shift towards zero
tolerance for crime of the last 20
years. In the 1980s, "yuppies"
were adventurous and willing to
risk a little crime for the culture
and amenities of the city.
Starting, say, in 1992, 1 saw
this attitude completely evaporate.
Everyone I knew became emolionallj drained and /led the cily.
The cute restauiants and the fledg-

ling residential revival collapsed.
What
really
hampered
Hartford, relative to other metro
areas in the nation with similar
revenue bases, was (is?) the lack
of county government. Hartford
was left with a base of elderly,
poor, and working class residents
who could never muster political
leaders with the skills necessary to
manage a complex urban center.
All you need to see is on
Prospect Ave. The yellow stripe
down the middle is the border
between West Hartford and
Hartford. The difference between
the two is not just money, but
intellectual capital. Regional government would help smooth these
. •* '• " M*
A

-**••'

Sincerely,
S.Harrod'89

City of Hartford Ignoring its Own Residents
To the Editor:
I agree with Tarzi's opinion that
the Trinity community would benefit from using their U-Passes to
head for Hartford's Main Street in
addition to the Westfarms Mall.
Franklin Ave., Park St., and the Old
State House Square offer real cultural experiences to counteract all
that abstract theorizing we immerse
ourselves in on the hilltop. No,
Hartford isn't New York or Boston,
but it's not a void, either.
Though I am a Hartford loyalist, I disagree with Tarzi's claim
that Hartford is "rising from the
ashes" simply because multiple stories of steel are rising from the
ground. The burst of construction
projects renews the question
Hartford policy-makers seem to
have been ignoring for years - who
is going to occupy these spiffy new
fun-centers? Most families of the
Hartford suburbs will not relocate
to Hartford, and for a good reason:
the public school system is wrought

with serious fault lines that leave
teachers overwhelmed and education far below average (look at
standardized testing differences
between Avon and Hartford).
I'm not saying this is fair, but
families will preserve their own
best interest. Who else could afford
the chic apartments? Young professionals without children. The kind
of people most Trinity graduates
become. But Trinity behavior evidences the fact that, while Hartford
is trying, downtown lacks the services needed to support a residential
community. If you were to live in
those apartments, where would you
do your grocery shopping - CVS?
How about renting a movie or
going out to one? How about a
late-night caf6? More packed bars
and restaurant variety?
West
Hartford, West Hartford, West
Hartford.
Let's say the plan works and
see HARTFORD on page 4

Letters are continued on page 4.
As summer comes to a close and sweater weather approaches,
Trinity students are consumed with baseball, concerts and rush
madness.
Pledging .continues at sororities and fraternities. ,

Pledgeswail'lTouch
Myself" at 3 a.m. :'•'.•

Red, Sox and Yankees nearing playoff, season.
....'

Yankees.

OK Go, Furvis perform
FallConcert.
:. .

i - S h o n d a ^ Steppers open
*,,theShow.

••
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Students in Desperate Need of Wake-Up Call
BRENDAN MCGOWAN
OPINIONS
CONTRIBUTOR

policies at the time.
of the condemnable actions of
Although we are far their fellow students.
The Rt. Rev. Thomas Church removed from the days when
No, Moore's article, was sigBrownell founded Washington young men would travel to the nificant because it was written,
College, College Historian Peter tree-lined city of Hartford to because a student publicly
J. Knapp informs us in Trinity receive Holy Orders, the two expressed outrage at the loathCollege in the Twentieth great
requirements
of some aspects of life at this colCentury, as an "[Episcopalian] Washington College life - the lege and demanded change. "To
counter to Yale University's devotion to a moral community, sin by silence when they should
Congregationalist domination of and a respect for pluralism - protest," Abraham Lincoln
higher education in early 19th- elude many Trinity students wrote, 'makes cowards of men."
century
Connecticut." today. I would like to examine We sin by silence at this college.
Washington College, which this exigent problem in the wake We allow abusive students, such
would eventually come to be of the now-infamous Trinity- as the brutes who harassed the
known as "our dear old alma Wesleyan soccer match and Wesleyan University soccer
mater, Trinity" was, like most Christopher Moore's well- team, to slink back like slugs
centers of higher education in known reaction.
into the shadows.
post-Federalist America, a
What is remarkable about
In the recent Wesleyan case,
moral community with a heavy Christopher Moore's piece at least, and in cases like it, I do
emphasis on ethical conduct.
I demand exposure - of the "soccer
At
the same
time,
Washington College was decidoffenders" and all other Trinity students
edly unique in its emphasis on
with thuggish proclivities.
religious pluralism. Bishop
Brownell, Knapp writes, strictly
forbade any forced religious test "Prove Me Wrong" is not its not demand punishment for the
on any undergraduate, professor content. Men and women of offenders. Those students, while
or member of the Board of conscience on this campus have demonstrating vile behavior, did
Trustees - a decidedly liberal felt, all too often, stunned and not express a direct threat to the
departure from Yale's repressive furious perplexity after learning visiting players. Rather, I

Campus Needs a
Lesson in Tolerance

party at Anadama, or perhaps back
to their own dorms to get some
sleep, when they heard one of the
most derogatory words in the
English language, "cunt," being

the battered city outside
Trinity's gilded gates — while
silently giving thanks that we
have fortuitously received all of
the blessings, such as heating oil
and a varied diet, that many

I am deeply concerned about the psyches of students on the periphery of
Trinity social life.
nity, their names need not be.
This need for exposure, for
collective
self-examination,
transcends all facets of Trinity
life. Many of us do not have
much knowledge of the world
beyond the happy confines of
New Caanan or Greenwich,
Weston or Concord. Hartford,
with its shocking poverty and
"upside-down" demography, is
therefore threatening and suspect - a place outside the
"Trinity bubble" to be shunned
and avoided. Like the priest and
the Levite in the New Testament
parable of the Good Samaritan,
we all too often choose to ignore

Hartford residents lack.
But this lack of real human
empathy is hardly reserved for
the citizens of Hartford. I am
deeply concerned about the psyches of students on the periphery of Trinity social life.
I think of the AfricanAmerican student who is the
recipient of verbal violence by
another member of this campus.
He holds his dignity as dearly as
I do, desires love and friendship
as much as anyone else. Is he
not, in some sense, a brother? I
think of the young woman who
see SINNING on page 4

Roberts the Ideal Pick
ANDREW QU1NN
OPINIONS
CONTRIBUTOR

John G. Roberts is the perfect choice to take William
Rehnquist's place as Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court.
It seems that Trinity students
He is charismatic, moderate, and
are on the track to getting a docdisarmingly
good-humored.
torate in how to hate other people.
From 1980 to 1981 he served as
Allow us to describe to you some
Rehnquist's clerk. Center-right
of the happenings of the weekend
Rehnquist would come to be a
of September 17 and you decide
mentor to Roberts, and many of
for yourself: a Trinity student was
Roberts' early legal opinions
would be formed by the time
One Wesleyan player commented after
spent with the man he is now
the game, "I don't think I've ever been
appointed to replace.
There is no question that
called 'gay1 so much before in my entire life.1
Roberts has the legal experience
to be a successful justice. The
occurred
in
broad
daylight
at
the
American Bar Association
standing on Vernon St. hanging
men's
soccer
game.
Senior
Chris
Committee on Federal Judiciary,
out on a Friday night. He had long
Moore recalls the day, as he and a made up of 15 sitting Federal
hair and enjoys wearing the knit
couple of his friends from
judges, voted unanimously to
hats he bought while studying
give him a rating of "well qualiabroad in Senegal.
Suddenly, Wesleyan attended the afternoon
soccer match. Chris recounts how
fied," the highest rating possianother Trinity student, obviously
ble. But Judge Roberts is exactdrunk, approached him to say, his friends "were taunted with
homophobic chants."
One
ly the sort of Justice President
"That's the ugliest hat I've ever
Bush promised he would appoint
during the election campaigns Trinity students are not lacking in suba true conservative. Judge
Roberts is not that which social
ject material for die exhibition of their
conservatives both fear and wish
hateful attitudes.
Bush to appoint, a "judicial
activist." If Judge Roberts has
made anything clear during the
Wesleyan
soccer
player
commentseen," and proceeded to pour an
Senate Judiciary Committee
ed
after
the
game,
"I
don't
think
entire can of beer down the hathearings,
it is that he does not
I've ever been called 'gay' so
wearer's back.
seek
to
change
the status quo of
much before in my entire life."
The next scenario occurred on
our
judicial
system
dramatically.
Whether it be for wearing difCrescent Street. Some people
He
is
a
judicial
minimalist,
neiwere walking by heading to a fun ferent clothes, or for being gay, or
ther taking the reactionary strict
for being any other color but
ALJSSA PHILLIPS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

demand exposure - of the "soccer offenders" and all other
Trinity students with thuggish
proclivities. Their speech may
be protected, but, in the interest
of accountability to the commu-

shouted out of the window. The
girls among the group had no other
reason but to think that they were
the target of this verbal abuse. To
our knowledge, the male who
screamed this profanity has yet to
apologize for causing such discomfort in the people who heard
his crude remarks.
The infamous Final incident

white, or for being a woman,
Trinity students are not lacking in
see SEEING an page 5

constructionist views of Justices
Antonin Scalia and Clarence
Thomas, nor wishing to fabricate entirely new rights of our

www.usnsws.com

Judge John Roberts is facing harsh questioning from the left.

Constitutional fabric.
If Roberts were merely
appointed to be an associate justice, this judicial philosophy
would be more than enough to
earn the approval of the mainstream of the American people
and the Senate. But as Chief
Justice, Roberts will have to lead
the Supreme Court in making
decisions. It is his interpersonal
skills, unrivaled on the sitting
court, that will make his career

choice to convince the other
Justices to agree on a point,
thereby reducing the number of
controversial 5-to-4 decisions
that hurt the credibility of rulings.
Though Roberts is perhaps
the least controversial choice
that President Bush could have
made, in today's charged political atmosphere there are some
that would make rhetorical
mountains out of molehills when

Roberts is exactly the sort of justice Bush
promised he would appoint during the election campaigns - a true conservative.
as Chief Justice a historical one.
His amicable attitude makes him
a far better choice than elevating
the gruff Justice Scalia to the
post. Roberts is the perfect

it comes to Roberts' points of
view;
Many liberal interest
groups are unable to accept that,
see ROBERTS on page 5
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Cocaine Out of Style Sinning by Silence
ADRIENNE GAFFNEY

Moss look curvy. Yet she is the only one
being fired. No one cares enough about
On September 22, London's Daily anonymous emaciated covergirls to expose
Mirror newspaper ran a front page image them, and thus companies do not feel the
need to take the moral high ground.
of supermodel Kate Moss cutting and
snorting cocaine. The pictures, taken durThe lesson seems to be do whatever it
ing a recording session for Moss's takes to say thin; just make sure you don't
boyfriend musician Pete Doherty, were a get caught. Burberry and Chanel are quick
victory for a paper that had been accused
to say that they cannot accept drug use, yet
of libel after alleging past drug use by they're not coming forward to suggest
Moss.
rehab or any other course of action.
To readers who were familiar with Addictions and eating disorders are disMoss, the headline came as no surprise. eases, and it is offensive that designers
Despite this, companies employing Moss care so little about the welfare of someone
felt compelled to take public action. In the who has produced so much revenue for
them over the
week followyears.
After
ing the picusing
her
as
the
tures' release,]
personification
Moss was terof their image,
minated
by
they so easily
H&M, Chanel,)
Idispose of her.
Burberry and
I
myself
the cosmetics^
www bbc com
company
- adore fashion
Rimmel This ^ e f a m o u s ly frail Moss in Burberry, pre-firing.
and paper the
is a mighty fall for the face of fashion, a
walls of my dorm room with Vogue
sad event in a nearly twenty-year career.
images. Many of them feature Moss
Moss's actions cannot be excused. appearing underweight. In this way I
Drug use is terribly dangerous, especially
myself am complicit. I accept something
by the mother of a young child. And Moss that is damaging to people even while I
is, in a sense, a role model to young girls. know firsthand what this pressure can do
Despite this, the decision to publicly casti- to a young woman.
gate her reeks of hypocrisy. Maintaining a
Kate Moss's situation is indicative of a
weight suitable for modeling very often
larger problem. The problems of a notorirequires something more than a healthy
ously wild supermodel might seem trivial
diet.and exercise.. Her employers rush to
to the national public. But they aren't.
point fingers when'theysee her snorting, Eating disorders and associated drug abuse
butwhat would have happened were she to are an unspoken reality at Trinity and elsegain a needed fifteen pounds? She'd likewhere. Instead of only addressing indisly see doors slammed in her face in much
cretions, the focus should also be put on
tVv& same manner.
'
"the-pressures that areaeading these pebple
It's no secret that drug use by models is to acl out. Ye.s, girls an; s-k'ipping meals
common. If Kate Moss is partaking, she is and using drugs to stay slim. Instead of
not alone. The woman'for whom the term criminalizing this, we need to ask why. An
"heroin chic" was,;coined is no longer the increased1 effort in identifying the countskinniest girl around. Take a quick glance less factors that lead to these behaviors
at snapshots from recent1 runway shows
would likely do much more good than
andyou'll see girls who.make even Kate
ostracism and harsh criticism.
OPINIONS EDITOR

Students' Responsibility to Bring Issues to Light
continued from page 2
gets beer poured over her head during a
party by a male (I will not call him a
man), one who harbors no respect for her
or her gender. Is she not a sister? When I
see the de facto segregation which exists
in Mather Hall, I am reminded of Rep.
John Lewis' account of life in Nashville
in 1958 - and I realize how much work
Trinity College students must do to create
a comfortable environment for all students.

a crisis of collective normative behavior.
If the debacle of former President
Richard Hersh's tenure has taught us anything, it is that prescribed changes in
social norms must not come from a seemingly punitive and distant administration;
they must instead be generated by the
students themselves.
To this end, I propose a series of student-led "Town Hall meetings" to be held
on a monthly basis or as events warrant.
These campus-wide forums would allow
students to identify the troublesome,
We throw the word apathy around so
alienating aspects of life at the College
often at Trinity. I prefer the phrase "maliand to find constructive solutions.
cious carelessness." Nowhere is this
more evident on our campus than on the
As my Trinity time steadily ebbs
Trinity Quad the morning after a rowdy
away, as my name comes ever closer to
Friday night. Used condoms and Molson becoming yet another footnote in the colLight cans litter a Long Walk once tralege archives, I realize that I must no
versed by the likes of Theodore
longer sin by silence. I must, as Emerson
Roosevelt, Mark Twain, and Robert
wrote in his seminal essay "SelfFrost. We study at what is arguably one Reliance," impart to my fellow students
of the most beautiful campuses in the "truth and health in rough electric
country (certainly the finest example of
shocks, putting them once more in comCollegiate Gothic architecture in the
munication with their own reason."
United States) and we pollute it with the
Otherwise, my education will have been
vestiges of our own collective decadence.
in vain.
When I look into the eyes of some of
The inaugural edition of the Trinity
my fellow students on a typical weekend
Tripod, dated Sept. 23, 1904, states that
night, I-can only remember Thoreau. one of the primary goals of the newspaThese are, after all, men (and women)
per is to instill the "TRINITY SPIRIT"
who lead lives of "quiet desperation" - into its readers. I know that the "Trinity
who transcend mere social drinking to
spirit" is compassionate, grounded in a
achieve a state of complete intoxication, sense of decency which no act of hatred
so they can feel witty or sexy or less
or drunken debauchery can shake. As
afraid. It is all rooted in a collective inselong as students are willing to combat
curity, an adolescent desire to be liked, ignorance with truth, to counter intoler: part of the group - so many are enjoying ance with action, to consider Bishop
an extended childhood oh Daddy's dime.
Brownell's example, Trinity will see a
i>': • Trinity i s iit a state of crisis, and it is brightefr day.' J= >I.JJ; v• - - .-•. ,>.

Along tlie "Wrong ^Valk...

Hartford Residents Need Empowerment, not Construction
continued from page 2
the people who can afford convention center
activities and the new apartment actually go
live there. Hartford is still ignoring its own.
Hartford 21, no matter how tall, will not cast
a shadow long or dark enough to hide Albany
Avenue. Hartford is jumping ahead of itself
injall of this physical construction. School
systems need deconstruction and reconstruction. Minorities need a vehicle by which they
might become the managers or owners of
those convention center shops, not just the
cleaning staff. This approach to building
without thought of who is being compro-

mised is what truly catalyzed the downfall
of Hartford, when healthy, if not magazineperfect, neighborhoods were razed downtown to make room for insurance buildings.
(Ask a long-time Hartford resident to tell
you the story of the chicken man in the
Travelers building.) Hartford's rising star is
not New York. It's not Boston. Hartford
needs to identify who and where its true
grounding is, or all this fancy construction
will be sitting on dangerously mislaid foundations.
Sincerely,
Jamie Calabrese '05

"It's inconvenient but probably
necessary.
— Aman Gujral o6~
'It looks like a zoo. '
— .Neena Cbakarabarty oo,

I t makes us late to class, but
I ' m glad they're doing it."
— Veda Dnaul 0

Supreme Court Picks are Always a Partisan Decision
To the Editor:
Muhammed Umair's objection to the
nomination of John Roberts to the Supreme
Court totally misses the point. Umair condemns the choice as "partisan" as if that were
ani aberration. Perhaps a quick glance at
recent history would disabuse him of this
notion.
i. Supreme Court choices have always
been partisan decisions and always thus will
be.- I urge Umair to remember President
Clinton's nominations of Ruth Ginsberg and
Stephen Breyer in the 1990s. Both jurists
were transparently liberal and both sailed
through the Judiciary Commitee and were
approved by solid majorities in the Senate.
Does Mr. Umair have any objections to the
fact that two "partisans" like Breyer and
Ginsburg serve? I didn't think so.
As for those "advocacy groups" Umair

so sanctimoniously cites, a cursory glance
at their rhetoric reveals that they would
oppose Abraham Lincoln if Lincoln failed
their litmus test for abortion and affirmative
action. Their opinion in this matter is as
irrelevant as it is predictable.
Finally, Mr. Umair should remember
that the nomination of Supreme Court justices is the explicit prerogative of the
President. If a President wants to appoint a
liberal or a conservative to the court, that's
his or her decision. Those who now enjoy
rump-party status should focus their efforts
on regaining the confidence of the voters,
not on assassinating the character of conservatives using vulgar sophistry. That, Mr.
Umair, is the "Right" choice.
Sincerely,
Jason Percy '06

I was here all summer and this never
started till school was beginning. I ' m
just wondering why tkey couldn t nave
planned things better.
— J e n Lincoln 00

Is
TO11

I t s pretty sweet.
— Josh JVtandell '06^

Compiled by Adrienne Gqffney and Lisa San Pasciial
• ..
Photos by Chuck Pratt
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Complaining not "Constructive" Roberts Facing
Undue Accusations
ED WALTERS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

I have a favor to ask of all the
people that have been grumbling
about construction on the Long
Walk. Stop bitching. Please.
I know that the five additional seconds it takes to walk
through the Goodwin-Woodward
arch are precious. And I agree
that the fences up and down the
Long Walk aren't very pretty.
But I don't understand why people are upset that this is taking
place. It's construction, stupid.
According
to President
Jones, Seabury and Jarvis have
had the same roofing and gutters
since 1874. One hundred years
with no maintenance? Why
can't we simply be happy that
the school is finally doing something?
I'll tell you why.
Because it's a lot easier to bitch
than it is to do anything else.
Mather sucks.
Campus
Police suck. DATTCO (or whatever it's now called) sucks. A
certain frat sucks. Blah blah
blah. If you're not happy with
something, either do something

continued from page 3
short of choosing a so-called
"liberal" judge, Roberts is the
best nomination they can expect
from a Republican President.
The opposition's unwillingness
to accept a remotely conserva-

The opposition's ... insistence at chasing after mere wisps and shadows of
doubts... hurts only itself.

Chuck Pratt

Long Walk construction is a source of discontent for many.
architecture up and down the money problems. And if anyLong Walk is priceless. It accen- thing is worth bitching about, it's
tuates and underscores all that it the funding for the Long Walk,
is good about Trinity: the cam- not the construction itself.
Personally, I think that we
pus is old and it is very pretty.
Do we want to lose the only two could have used a couple million
things that make this place what dollars for a Far more worthwhile
project. Like an actual stasis
bubble to replace the metaphori-.
If anything is worth bitching about, it's
cal Trinity bubble. Think about
the funding for the Long Walk, not the
it. We could kill two birds with
one stone. The roofing and gutconstruction itself.
ters on Jarvis would never fall
into greater disrepair, and Trinity
about it or shut up.
it is? Of course we don't.
In a way, the response to the
The only valid complaint would sink no further into debt.
construction on the Long Walk
I've heard so far about the Long Hell, we could kill tons of birds
with a stasis bubble. The popuWalk construction is that it
can be seen as a tiny little microlation
of TrmityiWoirW -stay etercosm of Trinity. The school puts makes living in Jaryis unpleasnally
young and skinny, the
ant.
Maybe
I'm
a
bit
out
of
step
things off, students bitch. The
weather
always warm, and our
in
saying
this,
but
when
has
livschool does things, students still
bitch. And the entire time ing in Jarvis actually been pleas- football team forever undefeated.
ant?
they're bitching, they're creating
inane and thoughtless mind-poop
that they fling - like monkeys at the rest of us.
Perhaps we can put those
cages to use
But in all seriousness, the

Here's my advice to all the
monkeys: stop flinging poop and
do something productive, like
raising money for all this construction. Cause if anyone forgot, the school is up to its neck in

So let's stop being monkeys
and focus our mighty Trinity collective will towards something
else. Construction is construction. But a stasis bubble? That
is something else entirely.

tive nominee and its insistence
at chasing after mere wisps and
shadows of doubts about
Roberts qualification hurts only
itself. This stubborn resistance
to a moderate candidate, stemming from petty partisan politics, is historically unprecedented. Indeed,seven out of the nine
sitting Justices on last year's
court were appointed by
Republicans (Ginsberg and

Breyer are the two exceptions,
having been appointed by
Clinton).
There is some unknown factor to be found in any nominee;
Justices Anthony Kennedy and
David Souter, probably the two
most liberal justices cm the
Court, were appointed by
President Reagan and Bush, Sn,
respectively.
Not knowing
every detail of a nominee's judicial philosophy is not a valid
reason to withhold support from
their confirmation.
Not only is the opposition to
Judge
Roberts
historically
unprecedented and illogical, the
concerns raised by it are on

As students living and learning
on this campus, we urge you to
join us in our condemnation of this
kind of behavior. If you want to
get involved in combating this
intolerance, student organizations

Why is diversity so hard for many
Trinity students to swallow?
Crimes of Hate, Conspiracy of
Silence in 2001. The report
emphasizes the ways in which
"history has shown how the language of dehumanization paves
the way for atrocities against stigmatized groups in society." There
is no doubt in our minds that this
fact is very much alive on Trinity's
pristine campus.
We are stuck with so many
questions. Why is diversity so
hard for many Trinity students to
swallow? Why are we not more
inclined to celebrate diversity? As
President Jones emphasizes: "It is
the array of differences that makes
this an ideal environment to cultivate open and discerning minds,
which is one of the primary goals
of a liberal arts education."

Encouraging Respect Of all
Sexualities and Voices Organized
In Democracy are working
towards this goal. Do your part by
breaking the silence and letting
your fellow students know that
inappropriate and hateful language
and actions will not be permitted
on this campus.
These events are an embarrassment to this institution and all
its members. On the whole, this
campus is stock-full of intelligent,
caring, respectful people. Let us
prove this fact to ourselves and to
others. Please help us prevent this
atrocious behavior from happening again.
Brittany Baker '08 contributed
to this article.

half of Robert's lifetime ago.
They represent the views of a
young and intemperate lawyer
swept up in a national wave of
conservatism. In many cases,
Roberts has affirmed under oath
in front of the Senate Judiciary
Committee that he no longer
agrees with the often-times rash
views of those memos.
Ultimately, Roberts will
probably follow in the footsteps

Ultimately, Roberts will probably follow in the footsteps of his predecessor,
Chief Justice William Rehnquist.

Seeing the "Other"
continued from page 3
subject material for the exhibition
of their hateful attitudes. Amnesty
International's Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, and Transgender division published a report entitled

many counts ludicrous. The
most serious resistance to his
confirmation revolves around
memos written during his tenure
at the Reagan Administration's
Justice Department.
These
memos were written literally

... N o ! ev/g.<y school

of his predecessor, Chief Justice
William Rehnquist. He will be a
moderate conservative, perhaps
rolling back some of the abuses
of the Commerce clause perpetrated by Congress. He will
unite the Court behind his viewpoint, perhaps even better than
the also talented and articulate
Rehnquist was able to.
The appointment of Roberts
will not destroy the rights of
women or minorities, nor will it
change the balance of liberals
and conservatives on the court.
The Roberts Court will carry on
the legacy of the respected
Rehnquist Court, and that is a
great thing for America.
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Trinity Drops to Number 25 in USNews Ranking
SAN-EOU U N
NEWS WRITER
The Office of Institutional
Research and Planning has published an analysis of Trinity's
position in the 2006 US News
Rankings of American Colleges
and the results indicate a slight
decline in many areas, howeve;,
they also state that the decline is
not of grave concern.
"The report is intended to
analyze and interpret why we are
at the rank we are this year, and
also looks to the future,"
explained
Director
of
Institutional
Research and
Planning Kent Smith, "I hope
people will focus on the individual strategic indicators, finding
what balance of indicators they
want for Trinity." He went on to
say that people viewing the
report should look beyond the
overall ranking and look towards
individual strategic indicators.
"There are important indicators
that are linked with the college
that are not in the report, such as
diversity and urban engagement," he added to reinforce that
the report shcjuld not be taken.as
gospel.
Overall, Trinity's national
ranking has fallen one spot to 25
in the liberal arts colleges list.
The college has only experienced

improvement in the areas of
retention and graduation rate,
while faculty resources, student
selectivity, financial resources,
and alumni giving have all
declined.
Smith, however, suggests
these changes are not drastic, and
should not be a source of too
much worry. "Some of the
changes are within a normal year
to year variation for Trinity and
other schools," he said. "For others they are reflecting trends.
Rankings are always relative,
reflecting both what Trinity is
doing and what other schools are
doing."
In the area of student selectivity, the report may suggest students are not as qualified compared to previous
years.
However, Dean of Admissions
Larry Dow explains that despite
lower rankings, the caliber of students is actually improving.
"Various members of the administration and the Board of
Trustees view this report. The
strategic indicators in the report
can help increase Trinity's institutional effectiveness [through
a^arengsi^and helps tp ^chieve
the Cornerstone goals."
To the student body, these
statistics are important, as many
show a desire to keep Trinity as
one of the nation's top colleges.

Samer Dweik '09 commented, "I
think it is important that Trinity
remains one of the top colleges in
the nation. You can be proud
when you say that your college is
number 25 in the nation."
The report shows that class
sizes are growing at a steady rate,
but this does not imply overfilled
classes any time soon. "Class
size, I do not see affecting me too
much," Jonathan McLeman '07
said. "There are always going to
be large numbers of people tak-

Forty members of the Trinity
community traveled to Killarney
Provincial Park in Ontario,
Canada this past August for the
inaugural Quest Leadership
Program. The program is an 18day pre-orientation wilderness
expedition that includes hiking,
canoeing, sailing, rock climbing
and rappelling, and a solo experience in which each participant is
alone for two days and two nights.
Accounts from Quest returnees
indicate that it was a challenging,
yet rewarding, experience that
made it very successful.
A diverse group of Trinity
freshmen, upperclass student leaders, faculty, and staff traded the
luxuries and conveniences of
home for the sharp contrast of life
in nature. There were no iPods,
cell phones, or McDonald's. The
only toilet that was available was a
hole in the ground with a wooden
box built over it. Most of the
Quest members did not shower or
shave for the entirety of the trip
and deodorant was forbidden
because it would have attracted
bears.
The campers were responsible
for preparing their meals and also
had to set up camp each night.
Breakfast consisted of oatmeal;

for lunch it was nuts, dried fruit,
and chocolate. Pasta or rice was
dinner most nights. Lakes served
as drinking, cooking, and swimming water. Many animals were
spotted in the woods, including
bears, moose, loons, and raccoons.
"As for setting up camp, we
all worked together," Emily Witt
'09 said. "We would distribute the
jobs of cooking, cleaning, setting
up the tarps, pumping water, and
hanging bear bags."
Quest Director Andy Miller,
says that its attraction "is in its

pares this year's data to previous
years and with other similarly
ranked schools. The overall ranking is derived from several categories, listed as follows: Peer
assessment of reputation (25 percent of total score), graduation
and retention rates. (20 percent),
faculty resources (20 percent),
student selectivity (15 percent),
financial resources (10 percent),
graduation-rate performance (5
percent), and alumni giving rate
(5 percent).

2006 Rank 2005 Rank 2004 Rank 2003 Rank
Overall Score

25

24

22

25

Peer
kssessment

29

27

26

25

Retention

24

25

22

25

Faculty
Resources
Student
Selectivity
Financial
Resources
Acceptance
Rate
(Alumni Giving
Rate

58

43

31

37

38

33

27

71

12

8

8

9

28

20

21

9

23

15

15

17

Source: Office of Institutional Research Planning Report

This table outlines Trinity's standings in the US News ranking of all colleges or, for some components, the top 50 colleges.

'Quest'-ers Take on Canada
BILL COSGROVE
NEWS WRITER

ing introductory classes ... so it
might be harder to get in those
classes during your sophomore
and freshman years because of
the limited space allocated to the
class," he added. Other students
polled on campus attribute the
drop in Trinity's financial
resources ranking to the budgetary issues, and they are optimistic about the future.
The report is compiled using
data from the US News Rankings
of American Colleges and com-

authenticity - people living
together in the woods, away from
our hyper-technological society,
focused on common goals."
Miller views Quest as "a program
that prepares students for success
and leadership at Trinity, provides
them with ... friendships, bonds,
and support networks ... challenges their preconceived physical, mental, and emotional limits,
and gives them opportunity after
opportunity to develop as people."
see FIRST-YEARS on page 8

("In k Pull

Brooks Barhydt '08 and Jesse Chicco '09 on Three Narrows Lake.

SGAMEJUTES -SEPT. 26
t, Agenda a. Motion to add the election
of a MAC senator
b. Agenda'approved
II. Introductions and Structure
of SGA meetings and SGA
Committees
a. Structure of. the SGA
meetings
i. Meetings will be bimonthly with a resolution on theagenda next week to discuss
whether this will be permanent,
ii. There will be a
meeting next week lor faculty,
and trustee committees.
III. Constiiutional Review
a. The changes lo ihc cnnt-litution include the hi-Jaws and
the slructme of committees.
IV. New Business
a. Election of junior class
senators
1. Colin elected Junioi
Class Senator
b. Eleetion ol Committee
Heads
i. Nominations for
Student Life Committee Head
I. Andrew A} dm elected chair of the Student Life
Committee
ii. Nominations for the
Aeademu Altaic Committee
1 h \ an, Norris elected
Head of Academic Alluus
Committee
ni Nominations toi
the Community Development
Committee

1. Brendan McGowan
elected head of the Community
Development Committee
iv. Nominations of the
ERC committee
1. Shori Urbas elected
head of ERC committee.
v. Nominations for the
Parliamentarian
•
1. Shon Urbas elected
parliamentarian.
c. Election of Budget
Committee Positions
I. limib Conpernun.
Brittanv English and .lames:
Murphy elected to the budget!
committee
:
d. Election of a MAC lepreiii. Jordan Pisher electedj
a>. the MAC lepresenlalives
I
V. SGA Retreat
]
a. Camp Ilazen;
VI. Announcements
\
a Veinon Sri eel Conduct
Resolution
,
i. VOID, EROS will be'
hosting a rally based more OH language used on campus. The event
will be Saturday at 5 p.m thii
weekend.
b. SGA hosted a hmdr;risin«
event and mse over S3,CKX) at the
event l'nr Hurricane Kan in j .
T hank jou to the hockc} team
and lo the PIK1 brotheis for
donating large amounts. President
lone1; matched wluu v\e earned
and v.e will be sending $6,000 to
the relief fund.
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Safety Report Shows
Increase inSex Offenses
JAMES THALER
NEWS WRITER
Drug and alcohol violations and sex
offenses at the College have skyrocketed in
the last year, according to a recent report published by Campus Safety.
The annual report, available online at
http://www.trineoll.edu/StudentLife/HeaithSa
fety/CampusSafetyl, discloses the statistics of
crimes reported to Campus Safety for the last
three years. In addition to an increased number of drug and alcohol violations, the report
also showed a 400 percent increase in report-

seeing a greater number is because people
are becoming more knowledgeable and
comfortable about reporting sexual
assaults."
Of all crimes reported, motor vehicle
theft and burglary were found to have been
the most common. Last year 13 burglaries
were reported, up slightly from nine reported incidents two years ago and down from
the 18 reported in 2002. The number of
incidents of motor vehicle theft declined
minimally in the past year, with 17 vehicles
reported stolen. From these statistics, the

2004 Total 2003 Total 2002 Total
Aggravated
Assault
Arson

3

0

5

0

1

0

Burglary

13

9

18

Criminal
Homicide

0

0

0

Hate Crime

1

0

0

Manslaughter
(Non-Negligent)
Manslaughter
(Negligent)
Motor Vehicle
Theft
Robbery

0

0

0

o

0

0

17

21

15

4

3

5

10

2

2

0

0

2

Sex Offenses
(Forcible)
Sex Offenses
(Non-Forcible)

Queer Resource Center Inaugurated
Fifty students, faculty and administrators came together on
Sept. 14 to celebrate the opening of the new Queer Resource
Center at 114 Crescent St. Individuals in attendance included
President Jimmy Jones, Dean of Students Frederick Alford, Dean
of Admissions Larry Dow, Associate Deans of Students Ann
Reuman and Christopher Card, and Dean of Multicultural Affairs
Karla Spurlock-Evans.
The first floor of the center features a library housing Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Transgender and Questioning information
resources, a seminar room for small classes, and a study lounge.
The second floor is home to the Encouraging Respect of
Sexualities (EROS) organization and includes a meeting room,
lounge and office.

Archivist Peter Knapp Appointed
to State Historical Records Board
Long-time Trinity archivist Peter Knapp '65 has recently been
appointed by Governor M. Jodi Rell to the State Historical
Records Advisory Boar and will begin his three-year term this fall.
He will work in association with the National Archives and
Records Administration and the National Historical Publications
and Records Commission, which rewards grants to help identify,
preserve, and provide public access to records, photographs, and
other materials that document American history.
Knapp, along with his wife. Anne Knapp, published Trinity
College in the Twentieth Century after decades of collecting and
-a significant Compilation of College-related historical
material.

Source: 2004 Annual Campus Safely Report

ed incidents of forcible sex offense, a small
increase in burglary, and a slight decline in
motor vehicle theft.
Director of Campus Safety Charles
Morris attributed the significant increase in
sexual assault to increased incident reporting
rather than increased occurrence. "We always
had a feeling the number [of sexual assaults
taking place] was greater than what we've
received," he said, "I think the reason we are

report concluded that the majority of the
incidents with which Campus Safety was
confronted in 2004 had been crimes of
"opportunity."
"Most of motor vehicle thefts occur
around [the exterior of] the campus," said
Morris. "The area where students most
commonly park are on the street, where you
see CAR on page 9

Sources Suggest Fundraising
Still Continues for Complex
continued from page 1
The CSC is designed to integrate the community with Trinity and "may be the first urban
community athletics facility in the country
that connects neighborhood families with the
resources of a liberal arts college," commented
Rama
Sudhakar,
Director of
Communications at Trinity.
Some sources remain wary, however, on
whether the sports complex will indeed be
easily accessible to the public. In a different
project with collaboration by both SINA and
Trinity, called the Learning Corridor, similar
rhetoric of integrating the community was
used. Apparently, many local residents have
argued that it is very difficult to arrange and
utilize meeting facilities at the Learning
Corridor, which is comprised of four public
schools in a 16-acre area.
President Jones thinks differently, however, and commented that he envisions, "small
seminars meeting in the open rooms [and]
athletes from the neighborhood using icetime." Being open to the public, the CSC will
likely lead to a greater connection between

Trinity and Hartford, the question is to what
degree.
A dispute between the community and
partners in the CSC project erupted in early
August but has since declined in scope and
emotion. The Connecticut First Coalition,
made up of minority organizations, local
area contractors., and community leaders,
among others, were angered with the project's development and construction
process. They argued that Trinity did not
take bids from other companies and object
to the minimal use of minority workers on
the project.
"Trinity and SINA advertised in various
local papers and industry publications, as
well as publications for minority audiences,
and [held] an information session for interested bidders," Sudhakar commented. She
continues, "among the bids received, I
believe that only one was from a minority
firm, which has been hired." The mathematically lowest bidder was chosen, and
Sudhakar assures that no rules were broken
during the process.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred between Sept. 19 and Sept. 26:
(3D Hartford Police received a complaint at 8 p.m. on Sept. 25
by Bourbon Street North at 70 Union Place indicating that two
female Trinity students, had attempted to use fake IDs. While
Hartford Police were en route to the scene, the two students left the
area. The IDs were recovered and an investigation by the Hartford
PD is ongoing.
flD A series of fire alarms were reported this weekend. An
intoxicated student pulled a fire alarm at 4 p.m. on Sept. 25 in
Jones Dormitory and another false fire alarm was reported soon
after at 5:24 p.m. at Funston Dormitory. Two false alarms were
reported atNorth Campus Dormitory at 11:45 p.m. on Sept. 24 and
1:57 a.m. on Sept 25. All incidents are being investigated by the.
Fire Marshall.
fiD A student from Jarvis Dormitory was taken to Hartford
Hospital by ambulance at 2:14 p.m. on Sept. 25 after consuming
large quantities of hard liquor.
(3D TCERT responded to Little Dormitory at 5:04 p.m. on Sept.
25 after a student consumed large quantities of hard liquor. An
ambulance transported the student to Hartford Hospital.
(3D Vandalism to a dorm room door was reported at 2:12 p.m,
on Sept. 25 at Wheaton Dormitory. At 10:24 p.m., Campus Safety
officers also responded to the eighth floor of High Rise Dormitory
to investigate an access control box .kicked off the laundry room
door.
OD At 4:15 a.m. on Sept. 24, Campus Safety received a report
from a student in High Rise Dormitory of a theft from his dorm
room. A cell phone and a Piguet white gold-faced stainless steel
watch valued at $10,000 had been discovered stolen. Campus
Safety is investigating die incident and the student will also file a
report with Hartford Police. Other students in the building at the
time reported no suspicous students were seen. .
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First-years Integrated Into Trinity Life Through Quest
continued from page 6
Funding for Quest came from
the Board of Fellows. Miller
notes, "Quest was able to have a
successful first year without having to take any money out of the
College's operating budget, for
which I will be grateful to the
Board of Fellows for a very long
time."
The freshmen on the trip credit Quest for easing the transition
from high school to college. Witt,
who served, as a crew member on
a 72-foot brigantine for six days,
said that living in cramped quarters was uncomfortable but "it was
my favorite part of the trip, we
laughed constantly and sang to
each other. Living with a roommate is so easy compared to that."
Jared Goranites '09, who
enjoyed swinging from the topsail
of the ship 30 feet above deck,
said that he would recommend
Quest to anyone, regardless of
previous outdoor experience. "I
learned everything about the
wilderness that I could hope," he
said. "Quest changed my life forever. When you are out there with
good people, working your hardest, exchanging jokes and telling
stories ...you really get close to
these people. I say hi to one of
them every day and it helps to
know a few people when you get
to college."

Canada at night is gorgeous," she
said. Rebecca Wetzler '06, a Quest
leader, described the Northern
Lights as "silent, slow-moving
fireworks in the sky."
When asked what their
favorite element of Quest was,
most replied that it was the opportunity to form relationships in a
setting away from the Trinity campus.
"The program helps you see
individuals from all angles," said
Wetzler. "On campus you see an
academic side and maybe a social
side, but with Quest you see the
resourceful side, the witty side,
everything. Quest is something
you can see in people's eyes."
Anne Paramenter, who is the
head field hockey coach at Trinity
and was in charge of the rock
climbing and rappelling components of Quest, commented on
how amazing the student leaders
were. "I wish we had more students like them on campus," she
said. "Trinity would be a better
place if we did. I feel that I really
got to know the leaders and participants in a way that only [Quest]
would give you."
Brooks Barhydt '08, who was
a student leader on Quest, said that
"the quality of people that this
program attracted ... made this
one of the best experienpes of my
life. It is truly a unique experience
... [and] without a doubt one of
the most significant things that I

of the trip."
Miller, who hopes to expand
the program to 60 students next
summer, said,"[Quest] brings out
strength - physical and emotional
- in people that they may not have

known existed. The program
encourages people to think carefully about the way we treat each
other and provides day in, day out
opportunities to practice respect,
honesty,
assertiveness,
and

patience," he remarked. "Finally,
Quest gives students the chance to
take stock of their lives and say
'Here's who I am, here's who I
want to be, now how can I get
there most effectively?'"

Many of the participants said
that the Canadian sky was the
most beavrtifult aspect of tb& trip. •
see how much the participants
Caroline Lewis '09 saw shooting
stars for the first time. "The sky in
cared about one another by the end

Administration Speaks Out Against Hateful Profanity
To All Trinity Students:

To All Members of the Trinity Community:

We have received notice that a small group of Trinity students
put on an embarrassing display of poor sportsmanship this past
Saturday at the Wesleyan-Trinity soccer game. The reports
indicated that the students involved repeatedly used homophobic comments and other offensive speech to demean our
guests.

have been deeply distressed by the offensive events that have
occurred on campus recently and I am writing to remind you
that there is no place in a community of educated people for
acts of intolerance based on sexual orientation, religion, race,
ethnicity, gender, or the fact that someone chooses to look or
dress differently. This type of prejudice runs contrary to everything this College represents. This is a community of people
who should be curious about and respectful of one another, it
is the array of differences that makes this an ideal environment
to cultivate open and discerning minds, which is one of the primary goals of a liberal arts education. When a person is the victim of bigotry, he or she feels less free in this community and,
by extension, all of us are diminished.

Unfortunately, this is not the first time we have had to answer
for boorish behavior on the part of a small group of students.
This kind of behavior is reprehensible and we will not permit it.
Attending athletic events at the College is a privilege and students who act in ways that demean others and Trinity will lose
that privilege. They will also be subject to disciplinary review
for disrupting an official College activity and for harassment,
We encourage fans to support our athletic programs and to
exercise their creativity when they do so. However, we ask that
you remember that you represent Trinity when you attend these
contests and to comport yourself with dignity.

Frederick Alford
Dean of Students
Richard Hazeiton
Athletic Director
Robin Sheppard
Associate Director of Athletics

Recently, i called upon this community to restore a sense of
trust. I am now adding to that request a sense of duty as a citizen of the College. All of us have committed ourselves to a code
of integrity and have an obligation to maintain the standards of
this community. I do not have the answer for how we rid the
world of prejudice, but I am confident that all of us on this campus know better than to engage in or tolerate bigotry. I agree
with Christopher Moore '06 that the remedy begins with the
majority saying we are not going to put up with these offenses
any more. I urge all of you to speak out against acts that hurt or
demean other and to report incidents to the Dean of Students
Office so they can counsel or, where appropriate, discipline the
offenders.
Sincerely,
James F. Jones, Jr.
President and Trinity College Professor in the Humanities
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Car Thefts Down, Drug andAlcohol Violations Up
continued from page 7
have a lot of different types of people traveling. People will drive
around and see what's on the street
and take the vehicle when no one's
around," he said.
Morris added that Campus
Safety has taken several steps to
reduce the annual number of
motor vehicle thefts at the College.
"We've tried to encourage students to park within the interior of
the campus. It's always harder to
steal a car from the interior."
However, Morris said because
of the College's ongoing problem
of parking, simply encouraging
students to park in safer areas will
not solve the problem entirely.
"Those are the types of crimes that
we deal with where we work
mainly with the Hartford Police
Department. It is one of those
types of crimes where you have to
pay attention to where the criminals love to steal cars," Morris
said.
The information and statistics
— such as those provided in the
annual Campus Safety report and
from specific incident reports —
allow Campus Safety to see where
certain crimes are more likely to
occur and to respond accordingly.
"The data gathered in the
Campus Safety report is a tremendous help in directing where we
should assign our patrol officers.
We us*e the location and types of
incidents that occur to direct our

O

special patrols in a particular
area," he explained.
While motor vehicle theft and
burglary are the most common
crimes committed at the College,
the most common offense with
which Campus Safety dealt last
year were drag and alcohol violations. Campus Safety attributes the
rising volume of drug and alcohol
violations to what it calls an
increasingly "aggressive and
proactive stance." Campus Safety
— teaming with the Office of
Campus Life — has stepped up its
efforts to crackdown on underage
drinking and illegal drug use
through increased vigilance arid
stricter penalties for reported violations. According to the report,
the overwhelming majority of
dmg and alcohol violations have
taken place in residence halls.
Morris called the College's
efforts to limit underage drinking
and illegal drug use ... "a collective process. Students drink. We
know this," said Morris. "We try to
educate them of the law and the
procedures of Trinity."
He also speculated that the
large number of student violations
in residence halls could be due, in
part, to the increasing difficulty
underage students face in gaining
access to local bars.
"Drinking in your dorm room
is easier to deal with because you
don't need ID. Students prefer to
drink in the dorm rooms [to] going

last year, and just two incidents in
the past three years.
While the report, which is
compiled in accordance with the
Federal Government "Cleaiy Act"
does include figures for robbery, it
does not have any statistics regarding larceny.
Robbery is defined by Campus
Safety as an incident in which
theft occurs by force, where as larceny equates to common theft.
According to Morris, there is a significant level of reported incidents

of theft. Statistics of reported incidents of theft can be found in
Campus Safety's monthly report.
Not included in the annual
report' were crime statistics for
January-June 2005. These numbers include one aggravated
assault, one incident of arson in
which a bottle of gasoline was
thrown in the bushes near Austin
Arts Center, three burglaries, two
hate crimes, five motor vehicle
thefts, and one non-forcible sex
offense.

First Fall 2005 SGA Meeting Held

Will Cyphers

Student Government Association convenes for their first meeting of the fall semester.

* No need to Cut Coupons-Just WWsl Call for special Party Prices OnPizzm, Grinders and
Italian Dinners! Prices & Coupons subject to change witfwnt notice
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to a bar."
In addition to statistics of oncampus infractions, the report also
includes incidents of crime in the
public vicinity surrounding the
College campus. On the streets
and associated sidewalks immediately outside of campus, burglary
has continued to decline, while
reported incidents of motor vehicle theft have increased. On public
property just outside of campus
there has been only one reported
incident of sexual assault in the
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Jetoetting from New Britain Avenue to 6road Street
ASHLEY BELL.
NEWS EDITOR

My summer vacation was out of control. Not only did I travel around the world
and hang out with only the exclusively rich
and fabulous (and sometimes extremely
famous), but I also was curing cancer and
treating sick orphans in Sudan, which I
must say is quite impressive for a teenager.
My sidekick (whose name I can't mention
here ... I don't like to exploit my friends for
their fame) was loaded with numbers, from
Ashton to Mary Kate, so at any point I
could hook up with my A-list friends and
jet-set to LA, New York, or Cabo.
However, I totally nixed Paris off of my
contacts after those guys hacked into her
system. I mean, I don't want my info available on something as tacky as Google. Plus
I really can't handle her neediness. You'd
think the world ended when Nicole Richie
lost weight; Paris simply would not stop
calling me. I'm sure you can imagine what
kind of a bridezilla that girl is going to be.
When I wasn't busy dodging Hilton
bullets, I decided to take some time for
relaxation and cruise over to Tahiti with
Lindsay (or LiLo, as I like to call her). I
probably should have checked to make sure
Hilary wasn't vacationing at the same hotel
at the same time as us. And since Lindsay
wouldn't shut up about how Hilary was
copying her, I dropped her like 8 a.m.
Psychology and had to rely on my awn considerable wit and charm to get myself

home. My life is just so hard.
Actually, I was here. And by here, I
mean the TrinColl campus. My days were
filled with calling alumni, and although CK
Bradley was on one of my lists, that's the
closest I got to any celebrity figures. Not
that being on campus wasn't thrilling, but
the pleasant, serene feeling of being here
sans screaming frat boys lasted all of two
seconds. I do applaud the students who tried
to reenact the school year and threw parties
in Goodwin. Sometimes they even went ail
out and used the quad.
However, there's a difference between a
school year party and a Wednesday night
attempt at entertainment with three of your
videogame friends in an empty bubble of a
college campus.
Seeing as the scandalous deviants who
were in charge of this party were not satisfied with restricting this endeavor for
extracurricular fun to their rooms, they
decided to go outside and walk back and
forth outside of my window. Let me add
that this wasn't silent walking; that's just too
nerdy for these individuals. Me being the
so-not-cool summer resident that I was, I
tried to get some sleep before my ridiculously glamorous job as a student caller, so
this made the gamers' midnight rendezvous
a huge imposition on the beauty sleep that I
desperately needed before my 8 a.m.
punch-in time. Because of one night, 1 am
now well versed in the art of Zelda, and as
this ritual extended throughout my
week stay, I can safely say that I could kick

10 Ten
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Places to (ret Coffee
on Campus

io. The Cave.
9. Mather.
8. Hallden, but you have to get a professor to let
you in.
7. Tripod office. Only if you come down and copyedit.
6. Bistro, as. long as you don't mind waiting in line.
5. The English Dept. Sure they charge you fifty
cents (or s> for the month for unlimited cups), but
it's worth it to be alert for your 9:55 class after a
Thursday night out.
4. Gallows Hill. Especially since those chairs are so
comfy.
3. The Underground. Because there's nothing like
acoustic guitar to help you enjoy your brew.
2. Peter B's. Flavor syrups, anyone?
1. David Pietrocola's room.

anyone's ass in a Halo 2 tournament.
However, I did have plenty of time for
naps. My Internet port decided to take a
vacay itself and not function properly,
which left me without e-mail, facebook,
and Neiman Marcus online shopping (this
was the first year I had a job that didn't
involve cleaning up after screaming children and getting paid a pittance, so you can
see how horrible the
absence of online shopping was for me).

hadn't put two and two together, my palace
in Goodwin had zero air conditioning. And
in case you were wondering, small wire
fans generate no air circulation. However,
when my glamorous adventures in
Hartford drew to a close, I did find myself
missing the unbearable heat. Oh yeah, and
being serenaded by the church bells on the
hour.

Thanks to the lovely
people at the Help Desk,
I was able to get my
computer fixed at a
speedy rate, also known
as two weeks. Granted, it
wasn't entirely their
fault. Apparently there
was another resident
down the hall whose
computer virus had
somehow shut down my
Internet port as well.
Thankfully, I was
able to squeeze in about
three weeks of constant
online shopping and
facebooking before my
time in the summer sunshine of Hartford came
to an end. Just to clarify;
summer sunshine is a
euphemism for sweltering heat, because if you

imdb.com

LiLo and me chiffing at a fab hotspot in Cabo.

Dean Afford Dishes on Doss,
Martinis, and the Golden Girls
JULIET IZON

summer of 1970.

FEATURES EDITOR

It's no secret that students and faculty
alike are dying to know the innermost
secrets of our dear Dean of Students,
Frederick Alford. Well, look no further
than this article to learn the deep thoughts
and history of the man, the myth, the legend.

T.T,: What do you think about the truncated hours of the Bistro on Sunday?
DA.: I think I'd better hurry if I don't want
to cook or do dishes tonight.
T.T.: What's your favorite place to get coffee on campus?
DA.: The Cave, but I go for the good vibe

"You have plumbed the depth of my cultural ignorance here." - Dean Alford
IVinity Tripod: Where is the Wrong Walk?
Dean Alford: At the intersection of Frog
Hollow, Barrie Square and Behind, the
Rocks.
T.T.: When will the Hamlin Arch reopen?
D A . : I am going to have to give you the
administrative feint on this one because the
answer is that I don't know. So, as they say,
let me get back to you on that.

from Toni as much as I do the caffeine
T.T,: Who's your favorite Golden Girl?
DA.: You have plumbed the depths of my
cultural ignorance here. I am going to say
King Midas' daughter.
T.T.: What are your pet peeves?
DA.: Litter on campus
T.T.: Have you ever been to the Tap?

T.T:. Is what they say about the plaque
really true?
DA.: While Trinity's graduation rate is in
the top echelon of Higher Education, not
everyone finishes, and I have to believe
that many of those casualties are related to
stepping on the plaque.
T.T,' Where did you meet your wife?
D.A.: We met in Pine Orchard, Conn, in the

DA.: No
T.T.: Which is your favorite pizza delivery
place?
D A . : Actually I will drive to First and
Last Tavern.
T.T.: Do you like your martinis shaken or
see SECRETS on page 12
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AT was walking back from Vernon St. on
Friday evening after indulging in a bit of
recreational wine and cheese tasting when
AT's very pleasant Chardonnay buzz was shattered along with several glass bottles by a
gaggle of rowdy boys. AT is all for creative
expression, except when it comes at the cost
of seven stitches to the leg from flying shards
of glass. In the future, please abstain from
such destructive behavior as there's no upside
to late night jaunts to Hartford Hospital.
A New Form of Chivalry?

Speaking of hospital trips, AT heard through
the grapevine of a rather interesting incident
that occurred in the wee hours of Sunday
morning. Apparently, several strapping young
bucks were engaging in a highly masculine
battle for their honor using not swords, not
:
oam gladiator paddles, not even the highly
efficient bow staff, but ... pizza boxes. After
a particularly vicious blow, one of the gentlemen fell, striking his head upon the comer of
a table. Proving their gallantry, his compatriDts frantically drove him to-the emergency
-oom, only to end up at the Hartford
Children's Hospital. Perhaps this was a subtle
message from the powers above that the
behavior that had led them tfieffe"'Wi^f^f6'- '""
pnate for a more juvenile crowd. In any case,
\T is proud to report that this aspiring knight
is back on his horse again, head wound and
all.
Common Sense 101

n a separate incident on Saturday evening,
AT was walking through the GoodwinWoodward arch, on the way to the concert
(which was fabulous) when AT noticed several girls huddled behind the doors of the archway, giggling furtively and passing around a
iter of Smirnoff. AT does not have an issue
with drinking straight out of the bottle. AT
has done this on several occasions. What AT
does have an issue with is the high level of
tupidity involved in drinking out of an
extremely large, extremely noticeable bottle
in the only place that Campus Safety can walk
through to get to the Cave Patio from the
Quad. Next time, at least go into the Jones
bathroom.

Ifs not Pike's JungleJuice That Will Kill You; EnglishWill
take three English courses my
senior fall. No problem! I thought
at the time, being a wee little firstyear with inaccurate notions of
how much work a single professor could assign, let alone five,
that I could handle it. No one
cared to remind me that when the
class level goes up by 300, the
work gets harder too, and that
there's a hell of a lot more of it.
I knew things were going to
be less than relaxing when I had
to read As I Lay Dying in three
days and then write an essay on it,
all during the first week of classes.
As anyone who has read
Faulkner knows, he's not exactly
what you'd think of as "beach
reading." He's more along the
lines of let's-sit-up-until-therweehours-of-the-morning-with-alarge-glass-of-whiskey-to-keepme-company /sane-reading.
Fortunately, I'd read it before, so
I wasn't totally unprepared. But I
also had to read an entire play's
worth of Shakespeare, write a
poem and analyze eight others, do
all of the work my mentees were
doing, and re-teach myself
Spanish after a three year absence
with an intensive immersion class
in Italian thrown in the mix for
good measure. I was proud of

myself and kept a level head; I
reasoned that I'd been away for a
year, I'd survived on 3 hours of
sleep or less a night during sophomore year, and I could do all of
my work!
Then personal pronouns
rolled around. Now, I've learned
personal pronouns at least four
times in Spanish, but this is the
thing about learning grammar in a
foreign language; it's virtually
impossible when you've never
been taught English grammar. So
I'm now teaching myself English
grammar, then Spanish grammar,
and trying to remember exactly
why I shouldn't confuse 'pena'
with 'pene'. All of which is made
abundantly clear in class when I
do make that mistake. Of course,
I'm not allowed to forget my
moment of shame either, because
Shakespeare is filled with sex
jokes. Who knew that they made
them that randy back in
Elizabethan times?
By week two, coffee and I had
developed a special relationship.
Also known as I needed it, nearly
hourly, or I'd do a faceplant into
whatever textbook was cracked
open in front of me. The highlight of week two was staying in
the library for eight hours
straight, reading more Faulkner,

and then staying up until 4 a.m. to
write yet another poem. I woke
up nice and early the next morning, hoped the pain in my stomach was due to hunger and not an
ulcer, and dragged myself off to
three classes in a row.
We won't talk about week
three. It was the first week of the
newspaper publishing, I didn't
budget for its time-sucking capabilities in my homework schedule, end of story.
So now I'm sitting here, writing this article. I'm supposed to
be studying for Spanish (lo siento, Profesor Castillo), but I just
can't concentrate with all of this
revelry going on outside. Instead,
in my quasi-delirious state,
induced by sleep deprivation, I
begin to wonder exactly why senior fall is so hard. I like being
challenged; I'm a huge dork and I
love college for the nightlife but
mostly for the classes. I probably
wouldn't leave if it weren't for
that
pesky
fouryear/graduation/tuition is 40
grand thing. And then I have it...
this semester is preparing me for
the real world.
No, seriously, think about it.
As a college student your respons e THIS SPRING on page 14

Secrets of the Big Bad Dean Alt,
continued from page 11
stirred? .
D.A.: I actually drink seltzer,
but please don't shake it.
T.T.: How do you eat your
Reeses? Oreos?
D.A,: Sparingly.
T.T.: Are you allergic to anything?
D.A.: Nothing I've come in contact with so far..
T.T.: If you could have dinner
with four historical or fictional

figures, who would they be and
why?
D.A.: Edna E. Mode from The
Incredibles because I could listen to her hold forth forever.
Zorba because he had such a
great capacity for living in the
moment and seeing into people's
souls. Hedda Hopper for the
gossip. Dorothy Parker and
Oscar Wilde because, and here I
can't remember the speaker,
"people whose hearts are gentle
and kind, but whose tongues are
neither make the best companions."

T.T.: If you weren't Dean Alford,
who would you be?
D.A.: I've never really had a case
of title envy, but "Your
Venerableness" has a certain ring
to it."
T.T.: Why aren't you on
Facebook?
D.A.: Technical incompetence.
Is that where I would know
about the Golden Girls?
T.T.: What is your bike model?
D.A.: Raleigh 3-speed. To steal
Newman's line, "It's a sweet
ride."
T.T.: What kind of dogs do you
have and what are their names?
D.A.: One old, asthmatic, cocker spaniel named "Cleo."
T.T.: If you're stranded on a
desert island, what 5 CDs would
you bring?
D.A.:
"The Band,"
Joni
Mitchell's
"Blue",
Randy
Newman's "Good Ole Boys,"
one of Mozart's operas, and
Richard Thompson's box set.

Better than a Bellini?

It's no secret that pledge practices at our
Greek organizations can get a little wild.
However, what's even more disgusting about
this incident is that it had nothing to do with
pledging whatsoever and transcended previously known levels of disgustingness. At a
certain Vernon St. residence on Saturday
evening, a gentleman was observed drinking a
shot of yellowish liquid. AT at first hoped it
was Bacardi Gold, but upon closer inquiry AT
learned that it was in fact urine, from not
one, not two, but three different males.
There is no need for wit here. This is just vile.

- SEPTEMBER 27, 2005

A Deadly Brew: Class Overload
continued from page 1

Walking on Broken Glass

T H E TRINITY TRIPOD

T.T.: If you could have, any other
job on campus, which would you
pick?
D.A.: I would like to be dropped
OFF at the library and allowed to
roam freely and without purpose;
all for a handsome salary.

Www.seattlebonvivant.com

Edna E. Mode, of The Incredibles fame, is one of Dean Alford's
choices for a dinner guest, along with four other celebrities.

Thanks to Dean Alford for answer
ing our questions. We now have a
better idea of who he is as an
administrator, and as a person.
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l?te$Jc©at: A Jouroey bowIslsocf to
more questions than, say, your average
freshman from Connecticut. I had quesFEATURES WRITER
tions about the weather, since I come from
The minute I stepped on the grounds of an island in the Pacific that only experiTrinity College, I knew that high school ences wet and dry seasons. It's almost
was definitely over. Gone were the days of always hot and humid. I had questions of
having your parents and teachers constantwhat clothes to wear for the winter because
ly nag you about your work, the privacy of
I've never seen snow, unless you count the
your own room and bathroom, and, perhaps white stuff inside the freezer. I had never
most importantly, not having to do your even set foot in New England, let alone
own laundry because mom was always Connecticut. I knew that I would definitely
there to do it for you. Facing me now was experience culture shock attending Trinity,
College, debatably characterized by so but I prepared myself for the expected ...
many all-nighters that you start to look and the unexpected.
act like a zombie from Michael Jackson's
The move-in day for freshmen was a
"Thriller" video, sans the dancing. Not to whirlwind experience. I was glad that I was
mention partying so much that college
able to sleep off my jet lag - from almost
makes Las Vegas look like an Amish town. 20 hours of flying - during the three days
Oh yes, I was scared, scared out of my prior to coming to Trinity. The check-in
mind.
process was surprisingly quick and less
I think every freshman, as they enter painful than I imagined it to be. I signed in
the halls of what is to become their home and got my class schedule and my UPass. I
played musical chairs (without music) to
for the next four years, has a seemingly
infinite number of questions: Am I going to take the ugliest picture for my ID card. I
was handed a bunch more papers and a
fit in? Are the other freshmen
class T-shirt, and I was
going to like me? Will my
out of there before
roommate be a demon
you could say "Go
from hell? Will I ace
Bants!"
my classes or barely
scrape by with a
I met up with my
D? Why did I
mom standing outchoose this
side my dorm
school again?
with the lugWas it the right
gage. I knew
decision? What's the
organizing my stuff
fastest route from the campus to
would be a pain, and I was
my house? How many days are left until
right. The space was small, and my side of
winter break? Am I the only one anxious
the room looked naked compared to my
about everything?
roommate's; she had moved in earlier in
the week for pre-orientation. After two
Coming from Guam, I probably had
DUL.CE AMOR

Save the Date!

hours, I had a migraine, the kind that feels
as if someone is incessantly kicking the
side of your head. Excellent way to start off
the year, right?
However, over the next couple of days,
my questions and anxiety about my social

strangers in a strange place.
Academics, for me, were the toughest
aspect of college to adjust to. The first day
of my classes was overwhelming. The syllabus gave me homework to last me a
semester and then some. Right then and

I was glad that I was able to sleep off my jet lag from almost 20 hours offlying- during die three days
prior to coming to Trinity.
life were shown to be somewhat unfounded. I started to meet many people and make
friends. The speeches from presenters
about diversity and entering college life put
me at ease because they showed me that I
was not alone in the transition from high
school to college.
During the first week, I was lucky
enough to meet some amazing people.
Having them here has made me less worried about trying to find friends and has
helped me to focus more on academics.
Since none of my new friends come
from Connecticut, we initially knew nothing about our immediate surroundings or
the rest of the Hartford region. We didn't
want to be stuck inside the campus all year
long so we opted to explore the city. We've
ridden the bus a couple of times to go to the
mall and took a taxi to go to Walmart.
Seeing Hartford and the areas around the
campus helped us to familiarize ourselves
with the city. Some of the taxi drivers also
gave us helpful information on how to get
around and tips on what streets to avoid at
night and so forth. We plan to explore more
of Hartford later on in the future to help us
feel more connected to the city rather than

there, I became more religious. It's gonna
take a lot of prayer for me to read 345
books by next Tuesday.
After grudgingly spending a lot of
money on about thirty books for four classes, I find it hard to believe that all of that
information will fit inside my brain. I've
also had to arrange my schedule and learn
to manage my time better. It's been a balancing and juggling act. I pretty much have
a set schedule, but I'm still having a hard
time squeezing in more study time and
laundry time. However, I never have trouble scheduling in relaxation time. I guess I
have to work on that.
All in all, adjusting to college life has
been quite a learning experience, something that definitely can't be learned from a
textbook or a manual. How you settle in to
college life largely depends on you. It's not
easy coming from the royalty of your senior year in high school to being at the
proverbial bottom of the food chain as
freshmen in college. It was a bit tough for
me; new environment, different weather,
new people, new classes, and new everything else. But after the first few weeks of
adjustment, I'm still alive.

Career Services will host a whole
new kind of Career Fair;
NON-PROFIT SPEED DATING.
Meet with non-profit organizations
from CT and MA to leam about

Trinity College
International Program's Festival
Thursday, October 6th
4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Washington Room, Mather Hall

opportunities that exist after
graduation. Let CSO give you
The tool to m**%.# &ut with.

Wednesday, September 28
6:30 to 7:30pm — CSO Lobby
Learn about Semester and Full Year International
and Domestic Study Away Programs
Talk with Returning Students about their Experiences
Leam more about Trinity's Global Learning Sites around the World
Enjoy International Food and Music!
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This Spring Will Be All
About the Fluff Classes
you can go home and be a couch potato and
not worry about MLA citation or making
sure you hand in your Course Override
form on time.
It's a conspiracy of professors; they've
dealt with us for four years and they want
us gone. Their tactic is to assign so much
work that us poor seniors forget the touch
of sun on our faces, the sensation of sleeping in a bed instead of on the floor in CLevel, the smell of the breeze,
or what beer tastes like (somehow I don't think the library's
closed
container
policy
applies to alcoholic beverages, even if you are 21).

continued from page 12
sibilities are to get your homework done,
go to class, and be reasonably sober by the
time Monday morning rolls around. It's
really not a rough deal. Why would anyone
in their right mind leave this little bubble of
minimal responsibility?
I can tell you. It's the senior fall, where
your classes get so damn hard you yearn
for a 9-5 job where at the end of the day

So
congratulations,
Professors and Professorettes
of Trinity College, you've
made me more determined
than ever to graduate and
move on from college life.
I've had enough of papers and
exams; I want to trade my tiny
dorm room for an even tinier
cubicle somewhere, my .03
cents an hour 1 earn as a mentor for something . . . well,
something that puts me over
the poverty line. I'll always
hold a special place in my
heart for the times when it was
socially acceptable, encouraged, even, to dress up as a
hooker and go to' a party at
Cleo, but as they always say

cra<pstt
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aropLerooosse
forecasting fall 200^
Now that the spawn of Britney and K. Fed has been officially
let loose into the world, Monsieur Pamplemousse understands
that you are all afraid and in need of guidance. Therefore, this
week's horoscopes are dedicated to Little Preston Fabian
London Von Furstenburg Federline-Spears and the undoubtedly hellish childhood "it" will have. Honestly, with parents like
that, k bebe has no chance for normalcy.

Leo

AQUAPJUS
- f=e.&ajjAP^ 18
Clearly, if "lv|. Piddy" is now Wearing ponchos (on her Way out of jail no less) then
the trend is past. Do yourseLf a favor and
start using your poncho as a dishcloth ...
or maybe you can take a page from her
book and use it to make a fun tablecloth
for that rustic fall feeL
Lucky T V shoW: l-louse

O u i _ y 23 - A U S U S T 2 2

Just because (vjariah Carey wore a shirt
as a dress in her "We &eLong Together"
Video doesn't give you an excuse to forget
your pants at home. In the real World a
breeze can easily blow up your tunic style
top a la IVJariLyn Ivjonroe. and Let's face it.
We don't aLL have her fabulous legs.
Lucky TV show: The OC

P(SCGS
20
ilave you ever stopped to think how
unfashionable that person is on your fake
IP? Is the ability to get into the Tap (or
any other bar in ilartford. for that matter)
on Thursday nights really Worth being mistaken for someone with bad woks, a unibroW and a snaggle tooth?
Lucky T V shoW: Hip/Tuck

A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M B E R . 22

Take a tip from "The Apprentice: lv|artha
istewart" and be more sensitive when you
haVe to deliver some bad news. There is no
bLow that can't be softened by a hand
Written note on some ires chic personal
stationary, spritzed with a dash of your
favorite eau de toilette.
Lucky T V shoW: Pesperate UouseWiVes

I always have a mountain of work calling
2 1 - Apft.i(_ 13

S E P T E M & E R . 23 - Oc-ro&Eft. 22

You are not Carrie 6>radshaW. I repeat, you You may think that it is your true caLLing
are not Carrie &radshaW. \\o amount of to be Ashley and fv|ary-klate's tripLet but
money spent on your Latest fashion faux, no one Looks good when they Wear their
pas WiLL possibly allow you to puLL off one bed sheets as a dress (even if they are
of her unique styles, especially ones that
fabulous 300 thread count satin). A t
are meant for five foot t a l l Women without Least your identity is concealed by those
a,n ounce of body fat.
ridicuLousLy Large sunglasses.
Lucky T V shoW: Laguna E>each
Lucky TVshoW: The Paily 6how

filial

TAUfUJS

iballssues
Conference

A P P J L . 20 - M A V 20

Saturday
Sctober22,200i^

Paddy's credit card may buy you the Latest
"must have" and a matching Version for
your dog but it can never buy you dignity.
£>o put down that hairless thing masquerading as a" puppy and look into something that actuaLLy looks like a canine ...
terriers are cute and portable.
Lucky TVshoW: 6urnmerland

OCTOe.Efi.23 - MoUEMCEft. 21
Please stop insuLting my native country
by excusing your fashion mishaps with "Oh,
I bought it in Paris. It is aLL the rage
there." We Parisians Would never be about
such things as what is "the rage".
tlonestLy. trends are for the Little people
and We are two seasons ahead.
Lucky TVshoW: <7prah

SAGfTTAfcJUQ

SBMCiarhable
he 2000 census reports nearly 10million Americans with Scots or Scots-Irish
ancestry, yet mention Scotland to most and visions of tartans and bagpipes come
to mind However, modern day Scotland is one of the world's most urbanized
societies, with the vast majority of its people living in the industrialized Lowlands,
It has contributed substantially, not only to the development of the United
Kingdom, but to the world at targe.

SpsaBsers
Scoriond: How fq Survive
Sharing a Bed with an Elephant
Sir Russell Hil house, KX.B.

The Church of Scotland:
From 'Established Church' to Minority Church
The Very Reverend Professor lain Tononce

M A V 2 1 - O U N E 21

NOVEMBER. 22 - £>ECEM&E«- 21

\Vhat WiLL you ever do when the cold
Weather officially hits and you need to find
an alternative to the breezy boho dresses
you've been Wearing all summer? Take a
tip from my girl -5ienna and pair them With
skinny jeans (even though you won't Look
as good).
Lucky TVshoW: Arrested PeVelopment

It turns out that there is a Lesson for aLL
of us to Learn'from supermodels - in this
case l£ate Ivjoss. Pon't Let your bad
behavior get caught by snooping paparazzi
or Chris E>ostock Looking for party pics to
post on the Paily JoLt.
Lucky T V shoW: Americas hlext Top

CANCEL.
O U N E 22 - O u c y 22

Next time you decide to bring someone
home from a party be sure to properly
"sex-iLs" your roommate so they don't Wake
up to any unpleasant noises. Then take
the opportunity to make it up to both parties by being classier next time. A Weekend away, perhaps?
Lucky T V shoW: W/iLL & Qace

£>ECEM6Eft. 22— OAWUAft^/ 13
It may seem Like the Latest trend in
•UoLLyWood is young engagements - Pans.
Nicole, Christina, and E>ritney, to name a
few. E>ut that doesn't mean you shouLd
stay with the wrong guy. lv|ove on and find
someone new who WiLL appreciate you in
aLL your gLory.
Lucky TVshoW: The 5imple Life
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The Wave Artist Makes Tim Burton Updates a
Classic
with
New
Charlie
Music and Tells Stories Charlie Heads, from the Candy Factory to Cinestudio
LAUREN TURLIK

ture. The audience gave in to the music
and began to tap their toes and move their
On Sept. 19, about thirty people sat in fingers as if playing their own imaginary
the dimly lit Seabury 19 studio waiting to saxophones.
hear a story. Out of nowhere a man
His name is Mixashawn, "The Wave
appeared playing his saxophone. He was Artist." He was bora and raised in
tall and had long, wavy, dark hair. He was Hartford, Conn. He learned to play the
dressed in all black with bells strapped
saxophone at the age of 19 by listening to
around his ankles. He marched to the beat his family and mimicking records, with an
occasional lesson thrown in. But
his musical talent does not end
there. He is fluent on the berimbow, cana, and several percussion
instruments. He is truly a renaissance man for the ears.
During the show, Mixashawn
played a jazzy melody on the
berimbow, an ancient instrument
resembling an archery bow. On
the bottom end of the long, curved
rod there is a hollow bowl that,
when pressed against the artist's
stomach, creates a deeper sound.
He also played a Native
American tribal song on the cana,
jenny Phelps which is similar to a recorder. He
Mixashawn wows the crowd with his berimbow. played a steady rhythm by beating
of his own music, creating his own per- a maraca against a symbol-less tamcussion. When he reached the front of the bourine and-sounded a tune by blowing
studio, outlined by a soft spotlight, he
stood there continuing to play his oversee MlXASttA\yiij)npage lb
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

EVAN MORRIS
SENIOR EDITOR

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
will undoubtedly receive harsh criticism
from fans of the 1971 film starring Gene
Wilder." Why remake a classic children's
film that's been entertaining families for
over 30 years?" they'll ask.
There are two things wrong with that
question. For starters, there is nothing
classic about the original adaptation. It is
a sappy and campy mess that, much like
the
children
in
Wonka's
factory,
knows neither from
where it is coming nor
to where it is going.
Only Wilder, with his
sly and nuanced performance, rises above
mediocrity. Secondly,
Charlie
and the
Chocolate Factory is
no remake. It is based
on Dahl's book, not
Mel Stuart's film version. And, according
to authorities that
include Dahl's widow,
it is more faithful to

phere, and tone of the book than its predecessor
ever '
was.
The story begins with a challenge to the
world from the reclusive candyman extraordinaire Willy Wonka. He has hidden five
golden tickets in five ordinary chocolate
bars. The five children lucky enough to
find the tickets will be given a tour of
Wonka's factory, closed to the public for
years, by the man himself.
see DEPP on page 17

www.media.outr.ow.ch

WiHy Wonka shows t^e kids around hjs factory.

New Death Cab Album
Shows Little Development
JOHN RENDEIRO
•
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

and obviously wanted in on the deal.
Waves of new fans were brought to the
A lot has changed for Death Cab for band when it appeared on "The OC," and
Cutie in the past two years. Singer and gui- Atlantic Records managed to sign Death
tarist Ben Gibbard released a wildly popu- Cab at the height of the band's booming
lar album titled Give Up in early 2003 with popularity. Many long-time fans worried
his electro-pop side project The Postal that this sudden influx of fame and fortune
Service. Later that year Death Cab released might destroy the band. For some fans,
their most popular album to date, . these fears were realized with the release of
Transatlanticism, which became one of the Death Cab's latest album, Plans, last

The Flying Karamozov Brothers "LIFE: A Guide for the Perplexed"
Saturday Oct. 1 at 7:30
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
"The irresistible "K's" handle an audience as cleverly as the cleavers, clubs,
knives and other unimaginable objects they juggle." - THE NEW YORK TIMES
The newest and most ambitious show yet from the masters of hilarity — a seriously silly and crazy comic recipe for survival in the modem world. The "Flying K's"
sing, dance and juggle their way through a mid-life crisis that becomes a dazzling
vaudevillian romp through the stages of life.
Directed by Trinity Prof. Michael Preston. Co-sponsored by the Office of
Campus Events, Patty Connolly, Director.

Joseph Byrne, Pablo Delano & Patricia Tillman
Wednesday, Oct. 12 - Saturday, Dec. 3.1-6 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
An exhibition featuring recent work by Patricia Tillman, Pablo Delana, and Joseph
Byrne, faculty members of the Studio Arts program at Trinity. Tillman will be
showing sculptures, Delano large-scale black and white photographs, and Byrne
paintings from the Bosco Sacro, and ancient grove in Monteluco Spoleto, Italy.
Opening Reception: Wed., Oct.12 4:30pm-6:30pm
:

www.pliilippkoenig.de

Death Cab for Cutie's edgy sound translates well to a live setting.
best-selling independent releases of all
time through critical acclaim and word-ofmouth.
Death Cab was outselling many bands
with major label contracts while on tiny
Washington record label Barsuk (which has
also released albums by Nada Surf,
Aqueduct, and Rilo Kiley). Eventually corporate America got wind of their success

month.
The album opens with the organ intro
and soft strumming of "Marching Bands of
Manhattan." From the first line of the song,
Ben Gibbard's voice is stretched to the
point of nearly cracking. This fragile nearfalsetto makes appearances all over the

Every Now and Then She Takes Flight
Wednesday, Oct. 12 at 7:30
Seabury Hall, Studio 47,3rd floor
An evening of solo works by Deborah Goffe
With her characteristic vulnerability, athleticism and craftsmanship, Goffe, a
Hartford choreographer, director of Scapegoat Garden and a Trinity faculty member,
shares stories that have marked her passage to adulthood by way of solo dance,
video, text, and song.

austinarts.org
see PLANS on page 17
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Baby Penguins: New Favorite Illegal Dormroom Pets?
March of the Penguins Hints to Hollywood: Replace Over-Paid Human Actors with More Talented Penguins
EMMA BAYER
ARTS EDITOR

"When I give birth, instead of
a human baby, I want it to be a
baby penguin! That'd be so much
cuter," commented one moviegoer
after seeing March of the
Penguins at Cinestudio last week.
The film followed a clan of
emperor penguins in Antarctica in
their months-long effort to survive
and procreate.
Aside from
Morgan Freeman's narration, no
humans appear in March of the
Penguins; the movie is built solely around the penguins themselves, augmented by stunning
shots of the Antarctic landscape or
the Southern lights swimming
through the night sky. Still,
March of the Penguins includes
love, grief, villains, danger, hardship, and subtle humor - all the
elements of a great movie and
more than many of today's movies
can claim.
Morgan Freeman's narration
of the penguins' awe-inspiring
trek makes this film much more
than an Animal Planet special, but
the adorable baby penguins don't
hurt the film's appeal either.
Watching the babies grow from
chirping bundles perched atop
their parents' feet to little waddling balls of fluff and finally to
adolescents hesitantly diving into
the ocean for the first time was an
obvious crowd pleaser (quite a

few "awwws" could be heard
throughout Cinestudio). The
footage of the baby penguins is
more entertaining than any home
video of "Baby's First Steps" your
parents might break out to sabo-

Baby penguins are the new black
tage a first date.
A large part of what makes the
film so amazing is that the penguins are amazing animals. As
Freeman explains at the film's

beginning, Antarctica was, millions of years ago, something of a
tropical paradise. The emperor
penguin is one of a very few
species who stayed through the
ice age that makes Antarctica now

(and white).
one of the most inhospitable
places in the world.
"There are a few places in the
world harder to get to," says
Morgan Freeman, "but none more

difficult to live in."
At the height of winter, the
penguins brave a storm that brings
temperatures of -80 degrees and
winds of 100 miles per hour.
Close to the South Pole, the pen-

freezing, unfamiliar terrain several times every year as they go
back and forth from the ocean to
the breeding ground.
Each year the penguins follow
instinct, the stars, or some mysterious internal compass to their
breeding ground. The site of the
breeding ground is the same every
year, and has been the same for
thousands of years - an amazing
feat considering that the icy and
windblown Antarctic landscape
changes dramatically each year.
(A feat even more impressive considering that most Trin kids can
barely get down New Britain
without the latest GPS cell
phone.)
After mating, the female penguin carefully hands the egg off to
the male penguin. He balances
the egg on top of his feet, covered
by an extra flap of skin over his
stomach.
The movie is not without
tragedy; if the egg is exposed to
the cold outside for just a moment,
it will freeze and crack. One
young penguin couple fumbles
their egg and watches helplessly
as, within minutes, ice crystals
form, and the expansion cracks
the shell. The would-be mother
www.fond-ecran.net
croons, heart-broken, over her
guins go days without seeing the egg; the emotion is as clear as any
sunrise. The penguins can hold on a sweeps week tear-jerker with
twenty-something
their breath underwater for up to willowy
15 minutes; they go months with-.'
out food; they navigate miles of
see EMPEROR on page 18

Mixashawn Celebrates
History through Music
continued from page 15
into a conch shell.
With each new instrument he swayed
his body in a new direction: rocked his
stomach to the berimbow, nodded his head
to the cana, bounced his shoulders to the
niaraca. His unique diversity in musical
instruments and movements provided an
entertaining concert.

unknown, and unknowable atmospheres,"
Mixashawn said.
His wide variety of instruments and
assorted selection of stories did indeed
capture the audience's attention. There
was even an audience participation portion when the audience had to lend their
voices to aid in the beautiful harmony. His
passion for his art was very apparent; his

His performance style is a combination of verbal and
musical story telling, uniting the past and the present.
"As a child I was always 'performing,'
making people laugh, getting them pissed
off," said Mixashawn in an interview. "It
wasn't until, by chance, I heard Jimi
Hendrix play live at the Bushnell that my
life suddenly changed. That performance
altered me so much, I didn't even know it.
And one, year after that conceit I was a
totally transformed person. It was Jimi's
doing."
His performance style is a combination of verbal and musical story telling,
uniting the past and the present. He told
stories of his fourth great grandfather,
sang about the history of rock and roll,
and connected the world to waves.
Mixashawn's self-given alias, "The
Wave Artist," is due in part to his strong
relationship to water and his understanding that the world is composed of waves.
"Everything at some point can be
understood as a wave. Water, sound, light,
waves of fashion trends, the hills and
mountains are waves that move in durations of millions of years, infinite frequencies passing throughout the known,

., •

x

body swayed to his own rhythm throughout the performance.
At times the performance seemed a bit
disjointed. He sang about money, chanted
about '90s music, and rhymed about a
manatee with only musical notes connecting them. It was difficult to understand the
transitions, but nonetheless, entertaining
to watch.
"Mixashawn's performance was captivating. His stories and music filled the
room and the show didn't provide a single
dull moment. You really got a feel of who
he was and where he came from just by
listening to the performance," said
Marissa Powers '09.
Mixashawn will be giving a special
performance of "Hemispheric Principles"
with his band at 8 p.m. on Oct. 22 at La
Paloma (405 Capital St. in Hartford).
Beginning on November 3, he will be performing a solo of "Hemispheric
Principles" there every Thursday night.
Mixashawn publishes his schedule and
other information at mixashawn.com: "A
wave out to you."

TRINITY VESPERS
Saturday, October 1
6:00-6:45pm

. Families are welcome to come and enjoy
Trinity Vespers, the weekly service of music and reflection in the
Trinity College Chapel, at this special time in the Family Weekend
calendar of events.
The Chapel Singers, Trinity's oldest student organization, will sing
under the direction of
John Rose, College Organist and Director of Chapel Music.
Students will do the readings and Chaplain Heischman will
preach. This is intended to be a time of quiet, reflection, singing
and an opportunity to soak up the atmosphere of the College
Chapel.
All are welcome to attend.

SEPTEMBER
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Depp Fun to Watch Plans Rehashes Old Death Cab
in Burton's Charlie

continued from page J5
Enter Charlie Bucket, an
impoverished boy who lives in a
crooked house with Ms mother,
father, and two sets of grandparents. Although he must work long
days and come home to meager
food, Charlie, who loves his family, is rich in spirit. He has already
fallen in love with the majestic
chocolate factory and longs to see
the interior, all the more after
hearing his grandpa Joe's tall
tales of the wonders inside.

from Pirates of the Caribbean, is
the most obvious example. An
amalgam of pirate, rock star, and
daredevil, Sparrow is a wholly
original creation. Using the same
method, Depp has fleshed out
Wonka into a blend of Peter Pan,
Howard Hughes
and
Dr.
Frankenstein.
As fun as Depp is to watch,
he isn't, as he was in Pirates, the
glue that holds this movie together. The real star of Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory is not

Burton tapped into his own imagination ... and infused the story with wonder.
As the children tour the factory, they learn more about the
enigmatic chocolatier through
flashbacks. An integral figure in
Wonka's life, we discover, was
his father, a stern dentist who
abhorred candy for its disastrous
effect on teeth. By disrupting the
chronology of Charlie, Burton is
able to showcase new sets and
new characters without ever actually leaving the factory, where the
majority of the film's action takes
place.
Also breaking up die tour are
periodic songs sung by oompah-

eyen onscreen. Instead, the real
star is director Tim Burton who,
after a string of bad movies, has
finally made a thoroughly enjoyable film. It is rumored that
Burton disliked the Gene Wilder
version and was eager to retell
the story of Charlie Bucket and
Willy Wonka in a more professional way.
John August, who wrote the
screenplay to Charlie, only
watched the 1971 version after he
had completed his own adaptation. In this way, little of the original movie has infiltrated

continued from page 15
album. Gibbard is much more
successful when singing within
his normal range, but feels the
need to sing in a higher range on
several songs, perhaps to reinforce his shy anti-rock star image,
or maybe to take a cue from Chris
Martin of Coldplay (for the
worse).
"Marching Bands" is an otherwise strong song and would not
seem
out
of
place
on
Transatlanticism, but the next
track is a bit of a departure. "Soul
Meets Body" has been the first
single from Plans. (Since when
do indie bands have singles?) It
has not received a tremendous
amount of airplay.
The song sees the return of
Gibbard's normal singing voice
but quickly pushes it into its
upper reaches, especially on the
chorus. The song also carries an
acoustic Postal Service feel:
Jason
McGerr's
drumming
sounds almost as if it was in fact
played with a drum machine, and
the sudden stops and turns of the
guitar lines reinforce this feel.
The
next
two
tracks,
"Summer Skin" and "Different
Names for the Same Thing" are
piano-driven, melancholic, and
nostalgia-filled. "I Will Follow
You Into the Dark" is Plans'
equivalent of "A Lack of Color,"
the last track on Transatlanticism,
Both are deeply personal songs
performed with only an acoustic
guitar. "1 Wjll Follow You" is
probably the most poignant track

on the album, and definitely
also lazy: why would Death Cab
stands out compared to the rest of
re-release a song originally put
the album.
out three years ago? Did they just
The acoustic guitar returns on
need to fill up space, or get an
the next track, "Your Heart is an
extra track on there?
Empty Room," which is followed
Plans is an album that shows
by yet another piano-based song, a static band. Death Cab is trying
"Someday You Will Be Loved," to give their (new) fans more of
that includes one of Death Cab's
what (they think) they want:
trademark crescendo endings.
another Transatlanticism. One of
the most interesting and exciting
"Crooked Teeth" then acts as
things about Death Cab for Cutie
perhaps the only true rocker on
has been that each of their albums
the entire album, containing the
has been different than the one
only guitar solo in sight. The next
before, and that each album had
two tracks, "What Sarah Said"
and "Brothers on a Hotel Bed" its own identity and feel.
offer still more piano-driven
Plans feels like a rehash of
songs. "Sarah" clocks in at about
Transatlanticism's ballads, leavsix and a half minutes, and
ing out the excitement and guitar
"Brothers" includes another
interplay of songs like "The New
could-be drum machine beat.
Year," "The Sound of Settling,"
and "Expo '86." Plans faUs to
The final track is a bit surpristake any chances or separate itself
ing and even shocking to the
more dedicated Death Cab fans. from Transatlanticism. While on
its own a decent album, Plans is a
Titled "Stable Song," it is actualdisappointment when compared
ly a reworking of the song
to Death Cab's other releases.
"Stability," which was originally
released on the
a p t l y - t i t led
Stability E.P. in
2002. The song
was
originally
over twelve minutes long, but the
new
version
takes out the
lengthy instrumental sections
of the song. Not
only does this
cheapen a previously
beloved
www.metroaetive.com
song, but it is Death Cab goes no where new on Plans.

2046Sept.21
'
•
. 7:30 p.m.
'
The year 2046, when China's "hands off' agreement with Hong Kong expires, hangs
over Wong Kar-Wai's new film like a hint of loss. Tony Leung reprises his role from Wong
Kar-Wai's In the Mood for Love as a hard-boiled writer named Chow, who finds it easier
to fall in love than to find happiness. The story takes place in a Hong Kong hotel on four
consecutive Christmas Eves. Looking back through a kaleidoscope of memories, Chow
relives bis love affairs with elusive women, played by a spectacular group of actresses
including newcomer Ziyi Zhang, the versatile Maggie Cheung {Hero,Irma Vep), superstar
Gong Li (Jii Dou, Farewell My Concubine), and Faye Wong, a Bjork-like singer whose
first film was Chungking Express. Winner of 6 Hong Kong Movie Awards including Best
Actress, Ziyi Zhang' and Best Actor Tony Leung. 129 min.

www.allocine.fr

johnny Depp makes the character of Willy Wonka his own.
loompahs following each rotten
Burton's picture, which is a good
thing. The first film was little
child's mishap. These song and
more than a series of staged reendance numbers are hilarious and
edited together nicely, making for actments based on the book; this
second film is a living, breathing
a refreshing update from the
loopy rhymes in the 1971 version. creation that draws on themes
and moods central to Dahl's
The numbers are musical producstory, on modern sensibilities,
tions on a large scale, aided by
and on Burton's own embellishbright visual effects and Danny
ment.
Elfman's vocals.
Burton's accomplishment is
Deep Roy, the diminutive
even more impressive consideractor who has been a favorite of
Burton for some time, gets the ing how many pitfalls surround
dubious honor of playing every the transfer of a fantasy book to
the big screen. Burton tapped
single oompah-loompah. He does
into his own imagination, toned
it in good humor though, making
down his gothic influences, and
the taciturn halflings aloof but
infused the story with wonder
likable.
and innocence. Wonka's factory
Johnny Depp's unusual permay be brought to life through
formance has dominated the diselaborate sets and special effects,
cussion of Charlie and the
but
Wonka's mind and Charlie's
Chocolate Factory. Despite what
heart
are brought to life through
many people allege, Depp is not
Burton's
fine touch. This is rare
one of the best actors alive.
form
for
a
director with a tainted
However, he does have a knack
for transcending the character resume, but, given the proper
subject matter, Burton should be
written for him. He makes parts
able to reproduce this effect in
his own consistently and imaginatively. Captain Jack Sparrow, the future.

FINGERSMITH Sept. 28
7:30 p.m.
The Connecticut Gay & Lesbian Film Festival and Cinestudio present a one-nightonly, special benefit event: the New England premiere of a new BBC miniseries - shown
in its entirety - based on the novel by Sarah Waters (Tipping the Velvet). Set in Victorian
England, Fingersmith (slang for a pickpocket or thief) tells the story of a desperately poor
orphan named Sue, who is enticed by a shady ne'er-do-well into becoming the maid to a
wealthy young lady. His plan of robbery and deceit runs into trouble when the two young
women fall in love. A Benefit for the Hartford Community Center/Project 100. For more
information, contact The Connecticut Gay & Lesbian Film Festival: www.ctglff.org or
(860)586-1136.181 min.
CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY Sept. 29 - Oct. 1
29-30 at 7:30 p.m. and 1 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
For anyone whose dread of being pelted by popcorn at a multiplex matinee kept them
from seeing the new take on Roald Dahl's classic story, it's not too late to watch
Cinestudio's gold curtain rise on Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Johnny Depp adds
just the right touch of white-sunglass-sporting menace as Willy Wonka, that supposed philanthropist out to find a worthy inheritor of his fantastic candyland. What makes the film
(and Dahl's book) so delightful is that for every ounce of sugar there is an equal amount
of unadulterated nastiness. Standing out in a terrific cast is Irish actor David Kelly as
Grandpa Joe, and Julie Winter as the over-the-top pampered child Veruka Salt. 116 min.
THE BEAT THAT MY HEART SKIPPED Oct. 2-4
2 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 3-4 at 7:30 p.m.
Isn't this the way it usually happens: Hollywood remakes (and horribly muddles) a
perfectly good French film? Turning the tables, Jacques Audiard has made a superb new
film that is an update on the 1970s cult classic Fingers, directed by James Toback and starring Harvey Keitel. Romain Duris plays a young Parisian in the sleazy business of forcing
immigrants from their apartments (think baseball bats) and turning the buildings over to
developers. But at the same time, the former child prodigy can't let go of his desire to
become a pianist. Cinematographer Ste'phane Fontaine, who shot most of the film at night
with available light, gives us a little-known Paris that is untamed, mysterious and dark.
107 min,
•-.,.;•
cinestudio.org
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Little Known Indie Acts Rock Trin Campers' Worlds
continued from page 1
Telec aster to deliver a propulsive
guitar line filled with squealing
bent-string riffs. As he explained
after the show, "I use the Tele during the early songs in our set to
get a nasally feel ... it's run
through the little Fender [amp].
The Gibson gives more of a big
punch for the second half."
Despite the lack of super heavy
lead guitar during the first half of
the set, there was no shortage of
energy.
The fourth song in the set, "A
Million Ways," was one of the

highlights of the show. Smoothly
flowing lyrics, a catchy lead riff,
and strong support from bassist
Tim Nordwind won the approval
of the still growing crowd (which
had now reached a surprisingly
large size) and clearly gained a
number of new fans. It was plain
to see why "A Million Ways" is
the lead single off of Oh No.
Another notable highlight of
the set was a cover of The Violent
Femmes's "Prove My Love," during which lead singer Damian
Kulash abandoned his guitar and
ran through the crowd. One of

Chuck Pratt

Todd DahlhofT provides a strong bassline for Furvis.

the only complaints against the
performance was the lack of banter and engagement with the
crowd as a whole, but this
moment of showmanship helped
to offset that somewhat.
One of the most well-received
songs of the night was "Get Over
It," the band's breakthrough single. Surprisingly, a fair number
of Trin students seemed familiar
with the song, and those who
weren't quickly caught on - the
chorus at least isn't exactly complicated.
Still, perhaps the best part of
the show was the band's distinctly unusual idea of an encore: a
live
performance
of
the
"Backyard Dancing" video that
they made for "A Million Ways,"
a several-minute, perfectly choreographed dance routine. Words
truly cannot do justice to the
hilarity of what easily gets my
vote for best music video of the
year. So, for those of you that
missed the concert, I suggest you
head over to OkGo.net, click the
video? link, and watch the "A
Million Ways" video. If it doesn't
make you laugh, check your pulse
— there's a fair chance you're
dead.
As an extra measure of the
band's down-to-earth personable
nature, they all stuck around after
the show to sign autographs,
answer questions, and just chat
with anyone else who wanted to
Stick around. When asked about
where they got the idea for their

Chuck Pratt

Andy Ross plays guitar and keyboard for Ok Go.
latest video Kulash replied, "That
was actually the second video like
that we did ...there was one kind
of like it for the first album. We
were asked to do a public access
thing where we'd have to lipsynch so we thought we should
go all out."
You might be wondering why
bassist Tim Nordwind did the
"singing" during the encore, his
answer was, "When we did our
first dance video I was the singer
-1 actually sang on that album, so
I sang for the video ... when it
came time to do another video we

just stuck with tradition."
Next up for Ok Go is a tour
of Great Britain (a first for
them), followed by a return to
the States.
According to
Nordwind they are likely to perform 150-200 shows in a year to
promote their new album, so if
you missed them on campus last
Saturday, you'll probably get
another nearby opportunity in
the next couple of months. If
unpretentious rock music sounds
good to you, don't pass up a
chance to see them when they
come back State-side.

8i4yv$O:^

Are Cooler than You
Where will you study?
Berlin • Florence a Ghana • London * .Madrid • Paris » Prague

We're visiting
your campus!

Why choose UYW
m We encourage host community
Interaction through relationships

1

Monday , October 3
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Trinity University Study Abroad Fair
Coates Center, Fiesta Room

tired (finally - a good use for that
beer belly you've been working
on). The penguins in fact seem
strangely human for much of the
movie, nuzzling their mates, keening over a lost chick, or "laughing" at one penguin who slips during the march.
Even without dialogue, March
of the Penguins has a few hilari-

Mareh includes love, grief, villains, danger, hardship, and subtle humor.

with universities; internships,
volunteer work, and excursions.
• We support students with resident
assistants, full-time staff, and
extensive course offerings, including
course work in disciplines not often
found on study abroad programs,
like premed and business.
« You'll earn NYU credit while studying
with prominent leaders, scholars, and
artists of the host country.
• NYU offers scholarship opportunities.

Study Abroad with NYU
www.nyy.eclu/abroad/sites

continued from page 16
humans.
After passing off the egg, the
female penguins trudge back to
the ocean - now an even longer
walk, since more ice has formed
in the frigid temperatures. The
male penguins wait for over three
months without food.
Each of the penguins' tri-

umphs, though, is followed by a
new hardship. Once the eggs
hatch, the daddy penguins must
continue to keep their babies
warm and wait still longer before
they can eat. To feed the newborn
penguin chicks, the fathers regurgitate a milky substance that has
been saved in a crease of their
throat for the months since they
last ate. When the mothers finally
return to feed the chicks, each
must find her mate in the crowd of
thousands solely by the sound of
his squawking. The fathers, who
have lost a third of their body
weight while caring for the egg,
march back to sea through freezing temperatures and near-perpetual night.
The penguins waddle with a
strangely human gait much of the
time, but they also slide along on
their bellies when their feet get

ous moments. Some, like the
uncertain, hobbling first steps of
the baby penguins, need no narration. At. other moments, the
humor is in the contrast between
the penguins' antics and Morgan
Freeman's solemn narration.
As the female penguins return
to the ocean to feed, they eagerly
dive through a hole in the ice.
"Sometimes a little too eagerly,"
Freeman intones with only a hint
of a smile in his voice - as, onscreen, two sets of webbed penguin feet and two penguin bebinds
wave in the air, stuck because
both owners attempted to slide
through the hole at once.
March of the Penguins is a
success because of the fusion of
good writing and stars that you
can fall in love with. The stars of
this film, though, happen to be
penguins.
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Wed Oct 5
6 p.m.
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» Kittie, God Dethroned,
• Manntis, Leaves Eyes,
„ Atrocity, Nightrage, Hell
•
Within

«
•
*
•

Menopause the Musical
Sept. 27 + 28 7:30 p.m.

Tickets $42-$46
On Sale Now
Tues Oct 4 %
6 p.m.
\

#"

5 p.m.

%

• '* Sun Oct 2°%
«

•
Lez Zeppelin, Low
•
*
& P-m•
I Gravity Days, Promize, | • Dave Matthews Tribute
•
Done Mama Proud,
• • Band, A Threading Needle,
% Dibble Edge, Jade
.* • Amity, Makel, Zinc, John
Hanifin Orchestra
• •
Horizons
•

$10 adv

$12

A

Therion (Nuclear Blast), •
Common Brutality,
•
Apostasy, Obsolete,
a
InRuin, Augrah
•
%

$16.50 adv
*

„•*

II Trovatore
Sept. 29 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 1 8:00 p.m.

Tickets $20-$90
On Sale Now

•*

Ha! Ha! Hartford! presents PJ
Walsh
Sept 30 8:30 p.m.
Tickets $15-$22
On Sale Now

.•

Classifieds

SPRING BREAK FROM $569
BAHAMAS.CANCUN,
ACAPULGO,
JAMAICA! FREE
PARTIES, FREE
DRINKS.
Sign up early and save. Organize a small
group and you travel FREE. Or become a
CAMPUS REP and GET PAID
COMMISSION on each trip sold.
Call today and get started
1-800-GET-SUN-l
SPRING BREAKERS
Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices Hottest Destinations
PARTIES BY 11/7
Highest Commission
Best Travel Perks

www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
^nquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu
..

Community Actiuist of the Week
Anya Glowa-Kollisch is being recpre-freshman involved. Glowa-Kollisch's
ognized as this year's first C d i i u n f t y
primary reason for taking on a task of
Activist of the Week* The senior spent her
such immense portions was fueled by a
entire summer planning the recently sucpersonal sense of civic duty. "Trinity stucessful Do-It-Day. This year, over 400 stu- ,. dents get a lot from Hartford and we don't
dents participated in the seventh annual
generally travel outside of our bubble, it's
event. Members of campus clubs, sports
really important that we recognize the
teams, fraternities, sororities, and individneighborhood around us and give someual volunteers showed up on Sept 10 to
thing back. During her past 3 years here,
make their mark at 48 sites throughout
Glowa-Kollvsch has been an active site
!ll
coordinator for Habitat for Humanity and
OveraffT^IS really impressed
has been involved in Halloween on
with the number of people who snowed
Vernon Street through the Cleo Literary
up. It was amazing thgt nearly a quarter of
Society.
the school participated. I was also really
impressed with the number of
The senior is a Sociology and
restaurants who were willing to donate
Religion major, with a minor in
food," she said.
Progressive Social Movements. After
Along with other student coordina- graduation, she plans on joining the
Peace Corps and hopes to later teach in
tors, GIowa-Kolltscb started planning
an international school. We would like to
for the event the week after school ended
thank her for her time and dedication to
in May. Her working 35*40 hours each
community service here at Trinity.
week, doing duties $Uch as calling restau- Hannah Charry
rants lor donations and getting •••

Leettt
•*••

AGENTS.WRITERS.AND THE WORLD OF SPORTS
JERRY CRASNICK
A U T H O R AND S P O R T S B R O A D C A S T E R

Wednesday, ** **
Sept

Sponsored by the/American Studies Program
Tuesday, September 27, 2005 - 7:00 p.m.
McCook Auditorium

j*
Wandering Through a "Pro-slavery Desert":
1 New Haven, Connecticut and the Emergence of White Opposition
'
to Black Education
I lecture by Hilary Moss, Assistant Professor of History and Black
'.
Studies, Amherst College
I
•
4

f"
j

Thursday, September 29, 7-8 p.m.
at the Connecticut Historical Society
1 Elizabeth Street

TsraeT^Teitin^&^zaTwilTuniiateral Withdrawal
Revive the Peace Process?
Professor Matthew Silver
Lecturer in Jewish & World History
Emek Yezreel College, Israel

Thursday, September 29, 2005 - 7:30 p.m.
Reese Room, Smith House

•4:15 p.m.
j
•
j

"Bringing a Fir Straight Down"

\

i Hugh Ogden, award winning poet and professor of i
I English at Trinity College will be reading from his *
new book "Bringing a Fir Straight Down" and discuss "how a poem is written".
Smith House, Trinity College
Contact info: 860-297-2568
Free and open to the public

mm

You may be eligible for participation in a Clinical Research Study at the
New Haven Clinical Research Unit Volunteers must participate in one
group and must be available w
GROUP ONE:

GROUP TWO:

CHECK IN: October 12

CHECK IN: October 14

CHECK OUT: October 14

CHECK

FOLLOW-UP VISITS: Oct. 15-17, NOV. 2 - 1 2

FOLLOW-UP VISITS: Oct. 17-19, NOV. 4 - 1 4

CHECK IN: November 13

CHECK IN: November 15

CHECK OUT: November 17

CHECK OUT: November 19

FOLLOW-UP VISITS:

November 23,30

800 254-6398

out: October 16

FOLLOW-UP VISITS: Nov. 23, Dee. 2

oca

CALL TODAY

401-01

For this, or other studies.

mmw

You complete the equation.

HAVEN

rcRy
CLINICAL RESEARCH UNIT
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Now 6-5, Volleyball Excited about Prospects
JON SlMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
The 2005 Trinity Volleyball
team is very sure of itself. The
players are sure of their abilities,
of what they do very well and
what they don't do so well, of
what their advantages are and
what their disadvantages are.
They are sure of what their destiny should be.
"When we are on point,
there's nobody in the league who
can touch us," said tri-captain
Lindsey Eichler '08. The sentiment is echoed by the rest of the
team sitting around a long table in
Mather Dining Hall one evening
after practice.
This year's edition of the

squad is very different and very
similar to last year's at the same
time. The makeup of the team is
very similar with only one graduating senior gone from last year
and a core group of freshmen and
sophomores on the rise. The team
is very different because the
dynamic between the players and
the coaches is much easier.
In Head Coach Jen Bowman's
second year, the relationship
between the coaches and players
is a lot more about understanding
and working together than miscommunication. One of the big
differences between this year and
last has been the off-season training and conditioning program
they have been on in order for
them to get 'on
point.'
In
a n o t h e r
improvement
from last year,
over the summer,
Trinity
hired former
U
N
H
Volleyball
player Lyndsey
Stults to be one
of Bowman's
assistants.
"Coach Stults
has helped us a
lot with Qur hitting and blocking this year,"
said Vanessa
Forero '08.

Lindsey Bchler'08 thinks Trinity can be untouchable, the

for
Bantams

this year has been getting on point
for a consistent run. After a disappointing showing in the Trinity
Invitational to start the season,
Trinity pulled out wins in four of
their next five matches, including
wins against NESCAC rivals
Middlebury and Hamilton at
Middlebury. The streak was
spawned by an easy victory versus St. Joseph's and lasted
through that weekend into the
next week.
The team is especially proud
of the Middlebury win, which
came in the middle of a threematch set that was played at
Middlebury on Sept. 16-17. The
Bantams fell behind early, losing
the first game to Middlebury, 3015. Trinity won the second game
and narrowly lost the third game
30-27. At that point, the tides
turned and Trinity found its second wind and was able to break
the tired Panther team and take
the final two games to win the
match.
In a manner similar to the
1980 United States Gold Medal
Hockey team, training has been a
big part of the Bantams off-season and practice regiment.
"We've been working a lot harder
this year," tri-captain Dena Raffa
'06 noted. "We've been doing a
lot of:workouts at 7 ajn.-to.get
ourselves ready and to make up
for in conditioning what we lack
in size."
The Bantams do lack size in
rmiddle-of tisapeourt.^Outsidehitter Forero, middle hitter Nicole
Cahill '09 and outside hitter

Whitney Duprey
'09 are all listed
at 5'10" and top
out the team in
that
category.
"What we have
to concentrate on
is defense and
hustle,"
Raffa
said. "We really
have to get good
at going for
every ball and
not letting one
touch the floor."
After their
streak of wins,
the
Bantams
stood at 5-3
overall
and,
more importantly, 2-1 against
www.trincoli.edu
NESCAC foes. Erin Ogiivie'07 against Coast Guard this year.
Then, this past weekend, the team
outcome was the same, the two
traveled to Amherst to take part in
teams got there in a different way.
the Amherst Invitational. Over
Trinity won the first game
the course of the two-day tournapretty easily and seemed to be in
ment, Trinity took two losses on
control until Middlebury took a
the cheek before getting another
very close second game to make
inspirational win against whom
the match even. The Panthers
else but Middlebury.
then took the third game and now
it seemed as if they were in conThe Friday night .loss came
trol. But the Bantams came
against Brandies who jumped out
storming back this time to win
early, winning the first two games
another very close game and take
and then finally putting the
Bantams away in the fifth game. the final game — which was also
hotly contested — ito' once again
The next loss was just as difficult
beat the Panthers 3-2.
for Trinity, who were soundly
beaten by the hosting Lord Jeffs
Trinity's record;;now stands lit
3-0. In the weekend's final game,
6-5 overall and 3-2 against the
the Bantams had nothing to play
NESCAC. Their next game will
•for except pride and spoiler as.,: be this weekend at the Wesleyan
they took on the Middlebury Invitational and the next home
" Panthers once again. While the game will be on Oct. 15.

Women's Tennis Struggling Bantams
Leadership hard to find on a talented but inexperienced squad.
offRust DuringFall
ANDREW BUCHSINDER
• SPORTS
WRITER
If the old saying that 'it's in
the luck of the draw' does indeed
hold any water, then Trinity's
Women's Tennis team might want
to consider dusting off their rabbit's feet and fuzzy dice for next
Sunday's match at Brandeis.
The Bantams just spent a grueling weekend at the ITA
Regional
Tournament
at
Bowdoin, in which each one of
Trinity's competing players drew
a match against one of the topseeded players from the opposing
k ims

Hi ul C\> 11-h Wiiuh

Bartlett claims that she has never
seen such bad luck in a draw.
As one might expect, this bad
luck made for quite a long weekend for the Bantams; each singles
match resulted in a loss for
Trinity. If you combine this
weekend with the previous two
losses that the Bantams have suffered so far in this young season,
disappointment on the part of the
team and Bartlett would be nothing less than understandable.
However, this is not the attitude that the team adopts when
reflecting on the first three weeks
nf idinpciiiic'ii thK foil T I K \

Team captain Melissa While 0 6 is the lone senior on the team.

maintain that what might be
viewed as deflating losses for the
very young squad are actually
blessings in disguise. Bartlett
says that the one thing that the
team needs more than anything
else is "experience in competitive
play."
Experience is definitely the
one thing that is lacking on this
team. With the loss of last year's
co-captains, Brittany Olwine and
Diana Dreyfus, who "gave a lot of
leadership," reflected Coach
Bartlett, to graduation last Spring,
the team has been searching for a
person or group of persons to fill
the void left by their- departed
players. To compound this void,
Junior Madison Ward is spending
the fall semester abroad in Rome.
In the meantime, most of the
experience and leadership lies in
the hands of Trinity's captain,
Melissa White '06. White is the
only senior on the team, and bears
much of the responsibility of taking her talented but young teammates under her wing.
The team is also looking to
top-seeded Brenna Driscoll '08
for leadership this fall. Though
Driscoll certainly leads by example on the court, her leadership
off the court has yet to catch up
with her game.
Driscoll is really a microcosm
see YOUTH on page 22

squash season begins. He enjoys
that the player are "all best
friends," but as a coach he feels
that it prevents them from pushing each other as much as needed.
In his words, "they need to be
more hungry."
Their coach may have concerns, but that is only due to the
fact that solutions to those
are necessary
to compete in
the incredibly
competitive
NESCAC.
The good
news in all this
is that the team
is certainly talented enough
to meet these
demands.
"This
is
probably the
deepest team
we've had in
www. triricoll.edu
my time here,"
schedule, with Men's Tennis plays Babson next
Assaiante.
the final match at Skidmore on
"If we don't accomplish someOct. 15.
thing special this year, it will be a
disappointment."
Once completed, the team
will only be able to stay sharp
The team will play their next
through practices, and even lose
match away against Babson on
most of those once the winter
this Wednesday, Sept. 28 and then
weather hits.
head to Williams for the ITA
Tournament this weekend, Sept.
Additionally, they lose the
30 through Oct. 2.
guidance of Assaiante once the

continued from page 24
While
Head
Coach
Paul
Assaiante said, "Marsden is a
slow starter," he felt that the players "did not play enough over the
summer" and need to shake off
the rust and get in shape now
before the spring season rolls
around.
W h i l e
Assaiante has
confidence in
his
players'
ability to do so,
his real concern
comes
from the anticipation
of
months following the fall season.
The fall is
not. the main
season
for
men's tennis,
and only three
competitions
remain on the
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Bantam Win Streak Up to 2 3 Games | Youth A
Factor For
Bantams

tied the New England Division III record
of possession, but turnovers prevented
continued from page 24
Williams from gaining any momentum, as
23-0, and on Bates' next possession, Blair for wins held by none other than the
Williams College Ephs. The Bantams will
Colby scored three touchdowns off of
and Albrycht sacked quarterback Brandon
get an opportunity to break the record
Williams miscues.
Colon on third down to force them to punt.
against the former holders this Saturday at
That set up a 75-yard touchdown by Leo on
"Two things can happen on Saturday,"
Jesse/Miller field.
a sweep to the left side that he wound up
Panza predicted. "They can come together
"I'm excited to play Williams; they're
cutting back across to the right sideline.
as a team and play hard, or they can go into
the best coached team in the league, second
the tank and give up because they've
"All I remember was seeing [Brian]
to us," Panza said.
already lost the season."
Dubiel and [John] Curry in front and when
Williams lost their opener to Colby, 35I turned upfieJd, the next thing I know, I'm
Williams may have lost a chance at an
9, ending their bid for an undefeated season
right up on the safety. I saw a seam in the
undefeated season, but they have had
right out of the gate. The Ephs never led in
defense and I had to make a decision, to go
Saturday's game circled on their schedule
the game and didn't score a touchdown
right or left. I chose the right side and cut
since last year, and would love to play
until the fourth quarter.
across the field," Leo explained.
spoiler to Trinity's own undefeated hopes.
The ensuing fcickoff was fumbled away
Both teams had similar stats and times Kickoff is at 1:30 pm.
by Bates' Jason Starrett, and Josh Pitcher
'06 threw a 23-yard touchdown pass to
Pratt, upping the score to 37-0 after
Swiniarski's kick.
After a Trinity field goal at the beginning of the fourth quarter, sophomore Tyler
Sparrow capped off the scoring by sniping
a Jason Godsell pass and took it 38-yards
for a touchdown.
"I've got to give credit to our coaching
staff," linebacker Ray Panza '06, who also
had an interception in the game, said.
"They always make sure that we're well
prepared."
What Trinity considered to be a slow
start by Bantam standards, quickly turned
into a typical blowout, the kind that Trinity
has specialized in this entire championship
run.
"As a team, you go through growing
pains," Curry said. "We have a young
offensive line, and game to game we have
to mature and come together. We had one
test in our first game; there was some mediocrity in the beginning, but we bounced
back in the second half "
Chuck Pratt
With their 23rd victory in a row, Tfinitv Jordan Quinones '07'rusried! for 54 yards"arffl orfe foucficfown against Bates.

Upcoming Events
Home Games In Bold

Tue, Sep. 27
Women's Field Hockey @ Clark
Wed, Sep. 28
Women's Soccer vs. Sm
Men's Tennis @ Babson

4:00)

Thu, Sep. 29
Women's Field Hockey ( Springfield
Fri, Sep. 30
Men's Tennis @ ITA Tournament (Williams)
Volleyball @ Wesleyan Invitational

•5

o

Sat, Oct. 1
Football vs. Williams (1:30),
Field Hockey vs. Williar
Men's & Women's Cross
Men's Soccer vs. Williams (12:(
:00)
Golf @ NESCAC Championships (Williams)
Women's Soccer vs. Williams (12:00)
Men's Tennis^. ITA Tournament (Williams)
Volleyball @ Wesleyan Invitational
Sun, Oct. 2
Golf@NES
Women's Tei
- Men's,
Men

hampionships
, Brandeis
i&
Tournament (Williams)^
Drew-The
f

(Connecticut River, Hartfoi^fc*,_

V-/'

continued from page 21
for the whole team; she is incredibly talented, but she is also very young. Nowhere
are Trinity's youth and potential as blatant
as in freshmen Amanda Tremont and Sarah
Gould.
Tremont and Gould are the team's second and third-seeded players, respectively.
"[Amanda and Sarah] are improving at
rapid rates," said Bartlett, who added that
she hopes to look to them in particular to
develop into leaders by the spring.
However, despite their imminent
impact on the team, both Gould and
Tremont have areas they need to work on,
specifically, their endurance; "College
players can keep that ball going forever,"
commented Bartlett. She continued saying
that Tremont and Gould never experienced
such long matches in junior tennis.
The fact that her team possesses vast
amounts of talent and is "very coachable"
are what make Coach Bartlett look towards
the future with a great deal of excitement.
The goals for this fall are to play as much
as possible and gain a lot of much-needed
experience on the courts.
Bartlett assures everyone that "the wins
will come," and she genuinely believes that
right now, "it is all about the process" of
growing as a team. So, when spring rolls
around and flowers begin to bloom, expect
the Bantams to follow suit and blossom
into a highly successful tennis team and a
formidable force to be reckoned with in the
NESCAC

Gross Country Running
Toward Nationals in Ohio
Williams, Meghan Apfelbaum, Christina
. continued from page 24
crack the top seventh. The Bantams will be Wheeler-Castillo, Caroline Brown and
Katherine Spencer. The freshmen class is
acquiring more depth next week as prodiwell-represented by Katie Haines and Allie
gal son Jose Guzman '08, last year's top
runner,, will make his return at the Lemire.
Dickinson Invitational in Carlisle, Penn.
The women's varsity squad placed sevThe Dickinson meet will be an imporenth at the UMass Dartmouth Invitational
tant one that will test the Bantams, putting
on Sept. 17. With their eyes set on the
them up against tough competition. Most Division III regional meet, the women's
important, however, is the potential final
top competition this season will be Colby,
meet of the season.
Amherst, Tufts,
and
Peaking for this meet, the
Connecticut
College.
Division III Regional
These NESCAC foes will
Championships is crucial
be fighting in November
if the Bantams want to
for one of four slots that
qualify for the National
are allocated to the
Championships in Ohio.
women's teams.
The
The men hope to be one of
Bantams are training well
only three teams to
and focusing on the big
advance to the National
meets late in the season.
Championships from New
With no race this
England. .
weekend, the Bantams
The women are hoping
had an opportunity to rest
to get to the promised land
and scout the course for
this year as well. Over the
the
NESCAC
past three years, the Kristina Miner '07 leads Trinity. Championship meet, one
Bantams have qualified twice for the of the most important races of the season.
National Championships. This includes This year, NESCAC's will be held at
the 2003 season when the women were sec- Wesleyan on Oct. 29. Typically, the
ond in the nation. The women's squad has NESCAC meet is an indication of which
two top-seven runners returning; senior teams will qualify for a chance to compete
captain Jackie Kupper and Miner, who was for the National Championship.
the team's only individual qualifier for the
The foreshadowing aspect of this meet,
National Championship meet last year.
coupled with genuine contempt for rival
In addition to Kupper, senior Haley squads makes the NESCAC meet full of
McConaghy and senior captain Nikki energy and always proves to be a great
LaBella are leaders for the team, setting race. The Bantams plan on crashing
examples for the talented underclassmen. Wesleyan's party and hope to be making
This list includes sophomores Mandy plans in late November.
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Addicted: Fantasy Football Not Just for Geeks
BRENDAN MURRAY
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

fantasy sports is the same as the draw to the
sport itself: the unpredictability. It's fun to
watch a football game when you really
don't know who's going to win, sure - but
it's even more fun if you don't have any
idea who's going to win, and if your running back is going to get you the hundred
yards and a touchdown that you need to
win your fantasy matchup against your
roommate. But because there are some sure
bets in fantasy sports, it makes the complex
worlds of football and baseball more accessible to the casual observer; I've had my
girlfriend make blind fantasy picks for me
in some weeks, and even though she used
to hate football, now she'll watch the
games to see how the players she picked
fare.
No matter
what your reason for liking
fantasy sports,
just know that
you're not all
alone anymore.
This isn't the
early '90s when
playing fantasy
sports got you
laughed at and
slugged in the
stomach; this is
2005,
when
your
buddies
are all scramSunday
www.espn.com bling
morning to get
sit and watch Terrell Owens pulls in plenty of fantasy points.
your fantasy players play their games, and their fantasy teams set. If you're not on the
figure out how many points you're getting
bandwagon yet, give it a shot ... or maybe
with little mental strain.
wait until they've started a Fantasy-holies
^___ Fw many people though, the draw to Anonymous.

rare that you'll even find a friendly league
that is playing just for bragging rights. A
When the Tripod sports editor came to
bastardized version of fantasy sports has
me and asked me to do a fantasy football
become extremely popular in Vegas in
article for this week's issue, my mind
recent years, where betters bet on whether
immediately flashed to a recent article by
or not players Will reach certain milestones
ESPN.com's Bill Simmons. Simmons
in their game that week (will LaDainian
recently wrote a fantasy football article and
Tomlinson rush for 100 yards this week?).
facetiously asked readers if he was even
Fantasy football is the most popular
allowed to write such a column, or if
fantasy sport for a number of reasons. First,
[ESPN-fantasy
of the three most popular fantasy sports
football guru]
(baseball, basketball, and football), football
Eric Karabell
is the most popular spectator sport. For that
was going to
reason, it's given far and away the most
hunt
him
advertising space - for those of you who
down.
Even
watch ESPN regularly, think of how many
before I started
of those "ESPN.com Fantasy Football"
typing this colcommercials you've seen. Football also has
umn, I pulled
a very cut-andthe
shade
dry system for
down
and
tracking player
locked
the
statistics; there's
door.
.no calculating
WHIP or figurNot
that
ing out if your
I'm
worried
pitcher is going
that
Scott
to get robbed of
Engel is going
a win or not
to come lookafter he's taken
ing for me ... Manning and Harrison go high in everyone's draft, team's players
out of the game.
perform
in
their
real-world
games.
Of
it's just, uh, a bit drafty in here.
In fantasy footcourse,
this
can
lead
to
some
confusion
of
Joking aside, if you are unfamiliar with
ball, you've got
loyalties
I'm
a
rabid
Tennessee
Titans
the world of fantasy football, you're probtouchdowns,
fan,
but
since
I've
got
Colts
quarterback
ably starting to get the sense that it's somey a r d a g e ,
Peyton
Manning
in
a
fantasy
league,
I
find
thing that people take really seriously.
myself rooting for the Colts every now and turnovers, and
Fantasy sports have matured from a geeky
that's it. You can
pencil-and-paper obsession in the mid- then. God help me.
1980s to a multi-billion dollar a year business (you read that right). While fantasy'
football and baseball dominate the market,
there are "fantasy" versions of almost
every sport imaginable; over the summer I

saw ads on ESPN for a fantasy tennis
league. Wrap your head around that.
For the uninitiated, fantasy sports go
something like this. You get together with a
group of friends (or, with increasing frequency, strangers on the internet) and
assemble "teams" of players from your
favorite sport. This can be done "draft"
style, where everyone takes turns picking
players for their team (think of picking
teams for kickball), "salary
cap"
style,
where
you
have a set payroll and each
player
costs
you a certain
amount of your
money, or any
number
of
other
ways.
Then,
from
week to week,
your
team
scores points
based on how
www.si.com w e j j
your

So what is the big allure of fantasy
sports? Well, for a lot of people, it's cash.
Like any good hobby, fantasy sports are
becoming almost as popular as straight-up
sports betting among gamblers, and it_js_

We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99 16" Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon
Garlic
Mushrooms
Ricotta

Anchovies
Hamburger
Onions
Sausage

Broccoli
Eggplant
Cherry peppers Ollvees
Pepperoni
Peppers
Spinach
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99
Additional toppings $2.00 each (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII)

GRINDERS

«-H«H

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA
HAM.,
TURKEY
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TUNA.
COMBO (2 kinds of aboveji
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA.
CHICKEN CUTLET.
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
VEAL PARMIGIANA
VEAL CUTLET
STEAK/CHESSE
MEATBALLS
'
SAUSAGE . • . " •
Fish
8.L.T.". .'. .'.'.'.'.'
VEGGIE/CHEESE
ITALIAN

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

18-whoi.

$4.75 . . . . $9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75.
. 9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
• 4.75.
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
. 4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75 . . . . . 9.50
4.75 . . . . . 9.50
4.75
9.50
4.99 . . . . . 9.98

HARTFORD

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE

FREE DELIVERY Ik %ett ptya fa Ik

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

236-2616

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MO'Thr. -11am.-2am
Fri. - Sat. - 11am - 3am
Sunday - 12noon - 2am.

Fried Chicken & Seafood
Fried Shrimp
7.95
Fish & Chips.
...7.95
4 Pieces Fried Chicken. . . . . 7.95
Served with coleslaw & French Fries

SALADS

COMBO SPECIAL

I

Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers)

|
•

Buy a Large Cheese 1
with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for

2 Liter Soda $ 1 5 . 9 9 j
CHICKEN SALAD.
$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
•
$5-99
Large Chesse
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
2 LITER SODA
I
green peppers and olives.
with any Large Cheese Pizza |
Pizza
ANTIPASTO. . . . • •
•
•
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD.
•• • $
I n o n BSB mas «sa M » H B as BSS I
Tuna lettuce cheese, tomafoes, olives and cucumbers.
$1.00 OFF
$ S
GREEKSALAD
•• • • • • • • •
"
Medium
Cheese Pizza
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
or 2 Cans of Soda
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda
CAESAR SALAD
• •• - w - ™
With Chicken Breast
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ; , "• f l ' J f
TOSSED SALAD. . . . . . . Large $4.99. -Small $2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
Coupon can'! be combined with any other ofler. Must mention coupons when ordering
..40
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Italian .

|

$6.99

.

Extra Dressing

DESSERT
Cheese Cake $2.2s!
Chocolate Cake

FREE

1

FREE

l

FREE

BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snapplo, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice

HOUSE SPECIAL
MED $11.99 LARGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, papperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
CHICKEN PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted In Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarellaj shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE
MED $10.99 . U R G E $12.99
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE C L A M . . . . MED. $10.99. . LARGE $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, gartic. onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MED$11.99 . ...LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.

PASTA AND DINNERS
I
1

wj2J0OpjFmJ
Buy 16" Giant
J

...•,..•••.••••

'Carrot Cake $2.99
$3.25

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot,SBQ).
(10) 5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS.
(8) . . . 5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS
'5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE. . . (16")
3.25
FRIES
.
2 25
FRIES/CHEESE
. . > . . . , ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . " . ' . " .'2.99
ONION RINGS
2.25
CINNAMON STICS
3 99
BREAD STICKS
2.99
CHIPS
50

I

SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE
$6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . . . 7 . 9 9
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
9.95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
7.99
BAKED ZITI
. . . . . ; . . . . • 7.99'
STUFFED SHELLS
7.99
MEATRAVIOLU . . . , . , . ; .
7.99
CHEESE RAVIOLI
7.99
• ••.

:

. Includes salad and roll

Calzones

$5.99

Made Irani fresh dough and filled with moziarella cfiesse and a touch of ricotta

. Each additional
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Bantams Crush Bates; Start Season on Good Note
BEN

LEONG

SPORTS EDITOR
The Trinity Bantams made the fourhour trip up to Lewiston, Maine to play the
Bates Bobcats, and after the 47-0 drubbing
they dished out, the Bobcats couldn't wait
for Trinity to leave town.
The Bantams easily won their season
opener and sent a message to the rest of the
NESCAC that the three-time defending
champions are just as dominant as they've
ever been. Trinity extended its Division
Ill-leading win streak to 23 games, the second-longest streak in all of college football
behind USC.
Trinity dominated Bates on both sides
of the ball; out-gaining them in total
offense, 518 yards to 164. A stingy Trinity
defense held Bates to just 22 rushing yards,
while running back Gennaro Leo '07 and
company amassed 258 yards for Hartford's
Finest.
Bates rushers averaged 0.6 yards on 34
carries, while Trinity averaged 5.3 yards on
49 carries.
"Right from the start, we shut down
their run game, so we knew we could control the game. We knew if they couldn't
run, then they couldn't do anything," senior
linebacker Ryan Albrycht said.
Leo rushed for 112 yards, the bulk of
which came on a 75-yard touchdown.
Jordan Quinones '07 and Carlos Baz '07
helped shoulder the load, rushing for 54

and 37 yards respectively.
Senior quarterback Bill Schweitzer
played most of the game and completed 13of-19 passes for 182 yards, with two touchdowns and one interception.
Jeff Pratt '08 led all receivers with four
catches for 83 yards and two touchdowns.
Chandler Barnard '08 caught 3 passes for
67 yards, including a 31-yard touchdown

before the half.
"At the beginning, we didn't know how
we were going to play [together] in a game
situation," Pratt said. "It took us a while to
get going; Bates is a good team this year,
but in the third quarter we started to click
as an offense. Our defense was handling
them well the entire game."
Albrycht led the Bantams on the defen-

sive side of the ball with six tackles, four
for losses, to go with 1.5 sacks. Michael
Blair '06 recorded two sacks and had five
tackles overall.
"Everybody was doing the right1 thing.
We knew our assignments and made plays.
The defense had to step up because the
offense was struggling at the start,"
Albrycht said.
The two teams traded possessions for
most of the first quarter before Quinones
opened the scoring with a 29-yard touchdown. It would take the Bantams another
quarter to strike,again, this time Schweitzer
connected with Barnard for a 31-yard
touchdown pass.
"The first half was a good test for the
team, being up only 13-0, we're usually up
by more at the half. This was a good learning experience," Leo said.
Leo and the Bantams didn't have to
wait very long after the half to open up a
big lead. Trinity received the kickoff to
open the second half, and five plays later,
Schweitzer hooked up with Pratt for a 44yard touchdown.
"It was a busted coverage play; the
safety made the wrong read, and I was able
to get behind him. Billy made a great pass,
and I was wide open," Pratt said.
A field goal by Kevin Swiniarski '07
with 10:39 left in the third, made the score

Chuck Pratt

Bill Schweitzer '06 threw two touchdown passes in a 47-0 throttling of Bates.

see BANTAM on page 22

Tourney Up Next for Tennis X-Country Team
Cooking With Gas

PETER DACEY

the singles finals and two out of and Alex Beinfield both dominated 6-0,6-0 and freshman Gautam
the eight players in the doubles
Samarth won his first career
finals were Trinity players, while
It is sometimes said that
match.
championships are won in the off- no school other than Trinity or
Middlebury had a single finals
Despite this success on the
season, and for the Men's Tennis
player.
surface, there are still issues that
team, this fall and winter could
need to be addressed. At
make or break the upcoming
Two days later, an incomplete
junior
Brian
spring season. While the Bantams
Bantam lineup breezed through a Middlebury,
will see little official action in the match
at home
against Marsden and sophomore Brett
next few months, they may have
Springfield. Demonstrating the Ramsay both struggled, getting
to.be at their best during that time
depth, of the program with a 7-0 bounced in the first round of the
A flight singles and doubles.
if they are to fulfill their potential.
sweep, Trinity also won four of
the
six
singles
matches
in
straight
The team has certainly taken
see BANTAMS on page 21
the right steps on the court so far sets. Seniors Paul Baumgartner
this season. Play opened Sept. 17
at the Middlebury Invitational,
arid the star of the show for
Trinity was freshman David
. Yahng.
Individually, Yahng advanced
to the C flight singles finals, winning in each of the first two
rounds in straight sets and in the
semifinals in three. Although he
lost in the finals, it was not
through lack of heart, as he fought
it out 6-3, 1-6, 12-14. He also
teamed with senior co-captain Jon
Hart to run the tables in the B
flight doubles.
Hart had an excellent day
himself, advancing to the D flight
singles finals, before losing out to
a teammate, senior Dan Mernes.
www.trinooll.edu
In all, three of the eight players in
Men's Tennis shut out Springfield 7-0 this past week.
SPORTS WRITER
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TONY QUINTERO

SPORTS WRITER

You can't outrun your past but
you can run into your future. Two
meets into the Cross Country season, the Bantams have turned in
some impressive performances
that indicate that Trinity's squads
plan on determining their own
destiny.
In the Connecticut College
Invitational, held at
Harkness
State
Park on Sept. 10,
the men's team finished second of 24
teams while the
women took fourth
of 22. This first
race definitely set
the tone for the
season, as Bantams
old and new contributed to a successful day.

Sam Moorhead crossed the finish
line one and two for the Bantams.
Coach George Suitor is certainly pleased to see the way the
newcomers are running. They are
a pleasant addition to an already
deep men's squad.
In addition to the young studs,
there is the three-headed monster
of seniors including Captains
Matt Termine and Tommy Walsh
as well as clutch
performer
Matt
Coraccio. Junior
Nate Gravel and
Sophomore Matt
Anderson are the
two key components
of this
Trinity squad that
is currently ranked
fifth
in New
England and 28 in
the nation.

This is the
For
the
www.trincoll.edu deepest squad the
women,
junior Trin'rty is ranked fifth this year, men's team has
Kristina Miner wore the laurels, had in years, with Drew Samuels
as she bested a NESCAC rival by
'07, James Thaler '09, and Matt
one second to finish, first in the Fuentes '09 all competing to
varsity race. In the men's varsity
race, freshmen Hunter Norte and
see CROSS on page 22
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